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Abstract

Recent advances in laser technologies such as x-ray free-electron lasers and high har-
monic generation have led to ever-shorter light pulses that enable us to probe ultrafast
nuclear and electronic dynamics in atoms and molecules. Theoretical quantum dy-
namics simulations are indispensable in gaining deeper insights into these ultrafast
processes. However, treating both electrons and nuclei fully quantum mechanically
is computationally not feasible for large systems. Hence, due to their computational
efficiency, mixed quantum-classical dynamics methods such as Tully’s fewest switches
surface hopping (FSSH) have become popular, in spite of their limitations. In this
thesis, I demonstrate how FSSH dynamics, combined with advanced statistical analy-
sis techniques, can be used to understand ultrafast phenomena traced in experimental
spectra such as time-resolved x-ray absorption spectra (TRXAS). Furthermore, I in-
troduce a new method developed to improve FSSH to provide a better description of
electronic coherences relevant in attosecond science.

With the aim of understanding the first steps of radiation damage in biomolecules,
the first part of this thesis focuses on ab initio FSSH dynamics simulations of valence
ionized urea monomer and dimer in vacuum as a prototypical example. Investigating
the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen K-edges in the simulated TRXAS reveals rich in-
sights into the ultrafast processes. Further information is gained by applying machine
learning techniques for statistical analysis which unravel uncorrelated collective mo-
tions that most influence the spectra. Extending these simulations to urea in aqueous
solution, I show in the second part of this thesis how the effect of proton transfer
between two hydrogen-bonded ureas and the subsequent electronic structure changes
leave two distinct marks on the carbon K-edge of the TRXAS. This enables us to sep-
arate the effect of nuclear and electronic motion on the spectra. These liquid phase
results are in good agreement with recent pump-probe experiments on aqueous urea.

In the last part, I present a new method, named ring polymer surface hopping -
density matrix approach (RPSH-DM), developed to alleviate one of the shortcomings
of FSSH, namely the so-called overcoherence problem, which manifests as a poor
description of electronic coherence and decoherence phenomena. RPSH-DM combines
FSSH with ring polymer molecular dynamics to incorporate decoherence effects by
utilizing the spatial extent of the ring polymer, mimicking the width of the nuclear
wave packet. By applying this method to a one-dimensional model system, I show how
RPSH-DM can capture crucial decoherence mechanisms that are not present in FSSH.
In future studies, employing RPSH-DM to investigate polyatomic systems can provide
vital insights into ultrafast electronic processes occurring in attosecond experiments.
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Zusammenfassung

Fortwährende Entwicklungen im Bereich der Lasertechnologie wie etwa Freie-Elektronen-
Röntgenlaser oder die Generierung hoher Harmonischer (high harmonic generation)
ermöglichen die Erzeugung immer kürzerer Lichtpulse zur Untersuchung ultraschneller
nuklearer und elektronischer Dynamiken in Atomen und Molekülen. Numerische
Quantendynamiksimulationen sind zum Verständnis dieser ultraschnellen Prozesse
unerlässlich. Jedoch ist eine vollständige quantenmechanische Beschreibung sowohl
der Elektronen als auch der Atomkerne aufgrund der hohen Komplexität und der für
die numerische Simulation benötigten Rechenleistung für große Systeme nicht realisier-
bar. Methoden wie Tully‘s Fewest Switches Surface Hopping (FSSH) basieren daher
auf einer Kombination von klassischer und quantenmechanischer Dynamik und bilden
aufgrund ihrer numerischen Effizienz eine populäre, wenngleich mit Einschränkun-
gen einhergehende Alternative. In dieser Arbeit zeige ich, wie die FSSH-Methode
und moderne statistische Analysetechniken genutzt werden können, um ultraschnelle
Phänomene in Molekülen zu verstehen, die experimentell mit Methoden wie zeitaufgelöster
Röntgenabsorptionsspektroskopie (Time-Resolved X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy, TRXAS)
verfolgt werden können. Darüber hinaus stelle ich eine neue Methode zur Verbesserung
von FSSH vor, die eine genauere Beschreibung der in der Attosekundenphysik rele-
vanten elektronischen Kohärenz ermöglicht.

Mit dem Ziel, die zu Strahlenschäden in Biomolekülen führenden initialen Prozesse
zu verstehen, konzentriert sich der erste Teil dieser Arbeit exemplarisch auf ab initio
Dynamiksimulationen mittels FSSH von valenzionisierten Ureamono- und -dimeren
im Vakuum. Hierbei offenbaren Untersuchungen der K-Kanten in den simulierten
TRXAS-Spektren von Kohlenstoff, Stickstoff und Sauerstoff umfassende Einblicke in
die Dynamik der auftretenden ultraschnellen Prozesse. Des Weiteren ermöglicht die
Anwendung von Methoden des maschinellen Lernens zur statistischen Analyse die
Identifizierung unkorrelierter, kollektiver Bewegungen, die den größten Einfluss auf die
simulierten Spektren haben. Durch Ausweitung der Simulationen auf Urea in wäss-
riger Lösung zeige ich im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit, wie Protonentransfer über eine
Wasserstoffbrückenbindung zweier Ureamoleküle zu Änderungen der elektronischen
Struktur und dadurch zur Ausprägung von zwei unterschiedlichen Charakteristika an
der Kohlenstoff-K-Kante der TRXAS-Spektren führt. Dies ermöglicht eine separate
Analyse der Auswirkungen von Kern- und elektronischer Dynamik auf die Spektren.
Die erzielten Resultate stehen in guter Übereinstimmung mit entsprechenden Ergeb-
nissen kürzlich Pump-Probe-Experimente.



x

Im letzten Teil stelle ich mit dem Ring Polymer Surface Hopping - Density Ma-
trix -Ansatz (RPSH-DM) eine neu entwickelte Methode vor, die mit dem sogenannten
Überkohärenzproblem, der fehlerhaften Beschreibung elektronischer Kohärenz- und
Dekohärenzphänomene, eine der Schwächen von FSSH behebt. RPSH-DM kombiniert
FSSH mit Ringpolymer-Molekulardynamik, um Dekohärenzeffekte einzubeziehen, in-
dem die Breite des Kernwellenpakets durch die räumliche Ausdehnung des Ringpoly-
mers berücksichtigt wird. Anhand eines eindimensionales Modellsystem zeige ich,
wie RPSH-DM im Gegensatz zu FSSH entscheidende Mechanismen der Dekohärenz
erfassen kann. In Zukunft kann die Anwendung von RPSH-DM auf polyatomare
Systeme wichtige Einblicke in ultraschnelle elektronische Prozesse in Attosekunden-
Experimenten liefern.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world we live in is dynamic. People have been fascinated with understanding the
dynamical processes around us, which has led to many innovations in this area. The
first cameras using snapshot photography solved the famous galloping horse problem
by capturing its motion at different times. Since then, technology has come a long
way to the point where we can follow chemical reactions in real-time due to advances
in laser technology to create femtosecond pulses [1–3]. The basic principle for this
is to use pump-probe spectroscopy where a pump pulse initializes the dynamics by
exciting or ionizing a system, which is then probed at certain time-delays with a probe
pulse to gather information about the state of the system at that particular time.
This has allowed following nuclear dynamics of molecules on excited state potential
energy surfaces which occur in femtosecond timescale. For advancements in this field,
termed femtochemistry, a Nobel prize was awarded to Ahmed Zewail in 1999 for his
contributions to studying gas phase molecular dynamics [3].

Going to ever-shorter pulses in both time and wavelength is one of the central
challenges in tracking the dynamics of atoms and molecules. Temporally short pulses
are needed to instantaneously excite the system and also to resolve the ultrafast
dynamics that follow. Nuclear vibrational motion and chemical reactions such as
proton transfer and dissociation occur in femtosecond timescale, whereas electronic
dynamics occur even faster in the attosecond regime. Initially, femtosecond pulses
were in the infrared (IR), visible, and ultraviolet (UV) domain [4]. However, these
are limited by their single optical cycle of about a few femtoseconds which has now
been reached [5]. Going further to attoseconds in order to probe the dynamics of
electrons requires x-ray pulses, which have shorter wavelengths of 10 pm to 10 nm to
circumvent this limitation.

First discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895 [6], x-rays are now widely
used to determine electronic properties and structure of varied systems from solid state
to biological matter such as proteins and DNA [4]. Since x-rays have high enough
energy to cause core level transitions, they can thus probe local environments and
are element specific. Traditional x-ray pulses from synchrotrons lacked high temporal
resolution though, reaching only up to a few tens of picoseconds [4], or up to a few tens
or hundreds of femtoseconds using slicing techniques [7]. The advent of x-ray free-
electron lasers (XFEL) such as European XFEL in Hamburg, Germany and LCLS
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in California, USA has allowed shorter x-ray pulses of few femtoseconds [8–10], and
recently even to few hundreds of attoseconds [11–13]. Advances in high harmonic
generation (HHG) based x-ray sources have pushed this even further, reaching a few
tens of attoseconds [14–16] with 43 as being the shortest pulse recorded to date [16].
HHG has the further advantage that it is a compact table-top setup that can be
performed in laboratories, hence does not require large facilities such as those for
synchrotron and XFEL experiments. However, the photon flux from it is rather low
when compared to XFEL pulses [4].

Regarding how these ultrashort pulses can be used in experiments, multiple time-
resolved techniques exists that can be used to probe different aspects of the dy-
namics or reveal information about molecular structure. Here, I only briefly intro-
duce some of them that are done in a time-resolved manner in the x-ray domain,
namely time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy (TRXAS), time-resolved x-ray
emission spectroscopy (TRXES), and time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TR-
PES). For an elaborate review and application of these methods and others such as
time-resolved resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (TRRIXS) [17] and high-harmonic
spectroscopy (HHS) [18], see Refs. [19, 20]. Following initial excitation or ioniza-
tion, TRXAS involves absorbing an x-ray photon to cause a transition from a core
orbital to a vacant valence one or to the continuum above it. Based on the two dif-
ferent regions of absorption, TRXAS can be classified into x-ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) spectroscopy for transitions from core to valence state and ex-
tended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy for core to continuum
states [21]. XANES gives information about changes in the chemical environment
that influence the core and valance levels over time [19]. As such, this has been used
to probe from coherence electronic dynamics [22] in attosecond regime to femtosecond
reaction dynamics such as electrocyclic ring-opening reaction [23] and photodissoci-
ation [24]. On the other hand, EXAFS gives information about molecular structure
from intensity oscillations due to rescattering of the ejected photoelectron with the
chemical environment. TRXES can provide complementary information to TRXAS
by looking into the emitted photons after a core hole has been created and gives in-
formation on occupied states, in contrast to TRXAS which tells about unoccupied
states [25]. In TRPES, the ejected photoelectron is measured after creating a core
hole, which gives direct information on binding energies of core electrons that are
sensitive to changes in local chemical structure [26].

All of the methods mentioned above provide important and complementary in-
formation to describe the ultrafast dynamics of atoms and molecules. This thesis,
however, focuses on the use of TRXAS due to its capability in investigating both elec-
tronic and structural dynamics on femtosecond and attosecond timescales. This has
been shown in recent experiments using HHG [23, 24, 27–29] or XFEL facilities [30–35]
and also through theoretical simulations [36–44]. The experiments were mostly done
in the gas phase, but recent extensions to the liquid phase have been done to study
intermolecular interactions using TRXAS [28, 35, 45]. Given this progress, TRXAS
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is an ideal technique for the purposes of this thesis, which aims to follow the ultrafast
dynamics of a simple, yet biologically relevant molecule, namely urea, following va-
lence ionization in both gas and aqueous solution. This thesis will further verify the
capability of TRXAS to follow both nuclear and electronic dynamics.

Interpreting the results of these time-resolved experiments can, however, be quite
challenging from an experimental point of view. Theoretical simulations help by shed-
ding light on the ultrafast processes occurring in these experiments. Excitation or ion-
ization from a pump pulse initiates the system in a non-equilibrium state from where
the dynamics start and could involve multiple electronic states which are coupled to
each other. In this case, the typically used Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approxima-
tion breaks down which only takes into account a single potential energy surface (PES)
and assumes electrons adjust instantaneously to nuclear motion. To go beyond, one
needs to perform nonadiabatic dynamics involving multiple coupled PES. This sort of
treatment is quite common in photoinduced reactions found in nature such as in the
primary steps of vision [46] and photosynthesis [47, 48]. However, the computational
costs for these simulations lay out a different challenge for theory, that is to go for
large systems and long timescales to address experimental observations.

Full quantum dynamics methods such as multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree
(MCTDH) [49, 50] provide exact solutions, making them a gold standard. However
since they treat both nuclei and electrons quantum mechanically, they scale expo-
nentially with the number of nuclear degrees of freedom (DOF). Additionally, they
require the PES to be calculated and possibly fitted beforehand, which is a formidable
task on its own for systems with lots of DOF. Hence, full quantum dynamics methods
are computationally unfeasible to go to large systems and can only serve as bench-
mark results for smaller systems. MCTDH, for instance, can reach up to few tens of
DOF [51], with multilayer MCTDH [52, 53] pushing it further in some cases. Going
beyond would need additional approximations. Mixed quantum-classical (MQC) dy-
namics methods approximate the nuclear propagation with classical dynamics. One
class of MQC methods does this by replacing the nuclear wave packet with a lin-
ear combination of classically propagating Gaussian basis functions [54, 55]. These
methods can be derived from first principles and the evolution of the coefficients for
each Gaussian function are coupled to each other. Based on the original method
of Heller [54], many methods have been devised with this strategy such as multiple
spawning [56–58], variational multiconfigurational Gaussian [59, 60] and multiconfig-
urational Ehrenfest [61]. These methods can handle more DOF than full quantum
methods due to the use of classically driven Gaussians but are still limited due to
coupling between them (see Ref. [62] for some applications of methods of this class).

Another class of MQC methods goes even further to make use of independent
classical trajectories that are propagated based on forces from electronic coefficients
attached to each trajectory, which makes these methods quite efficient for nonadiabatic
dynamics [63]. Despite this drastic approximation, this class of methods which include
Ehrenfest dynamics [64, 65] and trajectory surface hopping approaches [66–69] are
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widely used due to their successes (see applications of these methods in Refs. [70, 71]).
As opposed to full quantum dynamics where the PES needs to be precalculated, these
methods work on-the-fly with PES only computed where the classical trajectory is at
the moment. Ehrenfest dynamics is a mean-field method with trajectories evolving
on a single effective potential obtained by a weighted average over the different PES.
Although this method is quite efficient and simple to implement, it lacks correlation
between classical nuclear and quantum electronic motion [63] and due to its mean-field
nature, it does not properly describe long timescale dynamics where the PES are no
longer coupled to each other [70].

In surface hopping approaches, on the other hand, trajectories are propagated on
one state and can stochastically hop between different PES based on probabilities
obtained from the evolution of the electronic coefficients. The different surface hop-
ping methods differ in the way they compute this hopping probability. Tully’s fewest
switches surface hopping (FSSH) [66] algorithm is one of the most popular method
of this class, which has been quite successful in describing a wide range of problems
including proton transfer reaction [67, 72], photodissociation [73, 74], photoisomeriza-
tion [75, 76] and energy transfer [77] (see Ref. [78] for a list of applications of FSSH).
Hence, due to its computational efficiency and accuracy in describing nonadiabatic
dynamics, FSSH is the method of choice for this thesis to simulate TRXAS over
the dynamics. Although apart from not being rigorously derivable [79], FSSH also
has drawbacks such as dependence on the choice of electronic basis, overcoherence
problem, and lack of nuclear quantum effects [80]. These limitations have triggered
numerous efforts to tackle these different issues, which are too many to list in this
thesis (see Refs. [80, 81] for a list of problems in FSSH and possible methods to solve
them). Adding to the literature on methods to solve the overcoherence problem [82–
87], this thesis shows a unique way to solve this problem by combining FSSH with
ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) [88], which is an approximate method to
add nuclear quantum effects into the dynamics and stems from Feynman’s path inte-
gral approach [89]. Although such previous attempts have been made [90], they were
focused more on nuclear quantum effects, whereas this thesis focuses on solving the
overcoherence problem by combining them in a particular way.

Apart from the ones mentioned above, a plethora of other mixed quantum-classical
nonadiabatic dynamics methods in the literature, each with its advantages and draw-
backs. Without going into too much detail, some of them are quantum-classical
Liouville equation [91, 92], mapping approach [93–95], nonadiabatic Bohmian dynam-
ics [96] and exact-factorization based methods [97].

One final note, even though MQC dynamics methods are quite efficient compared
to full quantum dynamics, they are still limited in system size by the evaluation of
PES, hence, cannot go to systems with thousands of atoms. To do so, one can perform
classical molecular dynamics (MD) using force fields that are able to simulate even
large biological systems such as proteins and enzymes [98]. However, these are limited
to the ground state and in general, cannot describe chemical reactions. A solution to
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simulate large systems with the capability to go to excited states is using the quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) [99] method where only a small part is
treated quantum mechanically, for instance using MQC dynamics, which can undergo
photoexcited chemical reactions and the rest using classical MD. This approach is also
taken in this thesis to simulate TRXAS for molecules in an aqueous environment as
this also involves a lot of atoms to create the solvated species.

1.1 About this thesis

This thesis involves, as the title suggests, both the application and method devel-
opment of a quantum-classical dynamics method, namely FSSH. Following a general
introduction in this chapter, I briefly outline the underlying theoretical background
in Chapter 2 which includes the theory of nonadiabatic dynamics, light-matter inter-
action, QM/MM approach, and path integral techniques. In Chapter 3, I discuss my
results on simulated TRXAS of ionized urea in vacuum using FSSH and how machine
learning techniques can be used to perform statistical analysis to understand the dy-
namical features in the spectra. Chapter 4 builds up on the results of the vacuum
calculations to extend the simulations to ionized urea in aqueous solution using the
QM/MM scheme and compares the obtained TRXAS to experimental ones. In Chap-
ter 5, I present a new method developed in this thesis that improves upon FSSH by
combining it with RPMD. This method is implemented on our newly written code,
named XPACDT, which is used to obtain results on a model system. Conclusions and
outlook are drawn in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

In this chapter, I review the theoretical background that this thesis builds upon.
The central theme of this thesis, which is coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics with
multiple electronic states, also called nonadiabatic dynamics, is first introduced in
Sec. 2.1, followed by a focus on a specific quantum-classical dynamics method, namely
Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH). The theory behind how light-matter
interaction is then discussed in Sec. 2.2 which results in a formulation for absorption
spectroscopy. Then quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulation
is presented in Sec. 2.3 followed by path integral techniques in quantum statics and
dynamics in Sec. 2.4.

Atomic units are used throughout this chapter, hence ~ = e = me = 1/(4πεo) = 1

where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, e is the elementary charge, me is the rest
mass of an electron, and K = 1/(4πεo) is the Coulomb’s constant. Speed of light
c = 1/α in this unit system where α is the fine structure constant.

2.1 Nonadiabatic dynamics

For a molecular system with N nuclei and Nel electrons, the time-evolution of its wave
function Ψ is governed by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
∂Ψ(r,R, t)

∂t
= Ĥmol(r,R)Ψ(r,R, t), (2.1)

where r = {ra} and R = {RA} are sets of all electronic and nuclear positions respec-
tively, t is the time, and the molecular Hamiltonian Ĥmol is given by

Ĥmol = −
∑
A

∇2
RA

2MA
+

1

2

∑
A 6=B

ZAZB
|RA −RB|

−
∑
a

1

2
∇2

ra +
1

2

∑
a6=b

1

|ra − rb|
−
∑
a,A

ZA
|ra −RA|

= T̂N + V̂NN + T̂e + V̂ee + V̂eN

= T̂N + Ĥel, (2.2)

where ∇ra is the gradient operator for the ath electron, and MA, ZA and ∇RA
are

the mass, charge and gradient for the Ath nuclei respectively. The different terms
in Eq. (2.2) refer to the nuclear kinetic energy T̂N, nuclear-nuclear potential energy
V̂NN, electronic kinetic energy T̂e, electronic-electronic potential energy V̂ee, and the
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electronic-nuclear potential energy V̂eN operators. All the terms but T̂N can be com-
bined into an electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel(r,R) which has eigenenergies Ej(R) and
eigenstates φj(r;R) such that they fulfill the time-independent electronic Schrödinger
equation

Ĥel(r,R)φj(r;R) = Ej(R)φj(r;R). (2.3)

Note that Ej and φj are also called adiabatic energy and adiabatic state respectively,
and φj parametrically depend upon R as nuclei are assumed to be fixed while solving
Eq. (2.3). Obtaining Ej and φj is the main challenge in quantum chemistry and will
partly be discussed in Sec. 2.2. Calculating Ej for a range of R gives the adiabatic
potential energy surfaces (PES) for the electronic states j.

The full molecular wave function Ψ can be expanded in terms of a complete set of
these orthonormal adiabatic electronic states φj(r;R) giving

Ψ(r,R, t) =
∑
j

χj(R, t)φj(r;R), (2.4)

where χj(R, t) is the time-dependent nuclear wave function for state j. This is known
as Born-Huang expansion [100] and is exact in the case of a complete set of states. If
only a single electronic state is considered, then this leads to the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation [101]. Inserting Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.1), multiplying by φ∗k(r;R) from
the left and integrating out the electronic part results in

i
∂χk(R, t)

∂t
=
(
T̂N + Ek(R)

)
χk(R, t)−

∑
j

∑
A

(
1

MA
dkj(RA) · ∇RA

+
1

2MA
·Dkj(RA)

)
χj(R, t) (2.5)

where the first- and second-order nonadiabatic couplings (NAC) are dkj(RA) =

〈φk| ∇RA
|φj〉 and Dkj(RA) = 〈φk| ∇2

RA
|φj〉 respectively. Note that dkj is anti-

Hermitian giving dkk = 0 and dkj = −d∗jk , and since Dkj involves second oder
derivatives, its magnitude is small, thus often neglected. For adiabatic states, dkj can
also be calculated using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [102, 103]

dkj(R) =
〈φk| ∇RĤel |φj〉

Ej − Ek
. (2.6)

Equation (2.5) is a coupled differential equation between the different electronic
states and solving this to propagate χk is the main aim of quantum dynamics. The
off-diagonal NAC terms are responsible for the coupling between different electronic
states and lead to the population being transferred between the states. As there are
multiple states involved in the dynamics, this is known as nonadiabatic dynamics. If
the NAC terms are ignored, then this results in Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic dynamics
where the nuclear wave functions in the different states evolve independently of each
other. However, it is important to note that this is an approximation and is only valid
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if the NACs are negligible, for instance when the adiabatic energies are well separated
as seen from Eq. (2.6).

Apart from the fact that the adiabatic basis changes with nuclear coordinates R,
using this basis has additional problems. Namely, the fact that if two states are equal
in energy, this leads to infinite dkj as seen from Eq. (2.6), which causes numerical
problems while solving Eq. (2.5). This issue can be overcome by using a different
basis expansion for Eq. (2.4) instead of the adiabatic basis. A more stable basis would
be to use a diabatic basis where the electronic states φ̃j(r;Ro) are chosen with respect
to a fixed reference nuclear geometry Ro, giving the following exact expansion

Ψ(r,R, t) =
∑
j

χ̃j(R, t)φ̃j(r;Ro), (2.7)

where χ̃j(R, t) is the nuclear wave function associated with the jth diabatic basis.
This results in φ̃j not depending upon R, so the first and second order NACs are
0. In this basis, Ĥel is not a diagonal matrix in the electronic basis anymore since
φ̃j is not, in general, an eigenstate of Ĥel. The off-diagonal potential terms here are
responsible for coupling the different states instead of the NACs. Important to note
that this basis is not unique as Ro can be chosen arbitrarily.

Now to briefly discuss some of the practical ways to solve the nonadiabatic dy-
namics problem. For a small number of nuclear degrees of freedom (DOF), one can
directly solve Eq. (2.5) by expanding χk in some time-independent basis. However,
this scales exponentially with DOF and is only feasible for systems containing few
atoms. The multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method [49, 50]
circumvents part of this problem by using some intermediate time-dependent basis
functions which in general would be smaller in number than the basis sets used in
the standard approach. This makes MCTDH more efficient and is considered a gold
standard for solving full quantum dynamics problems exactly, reaching up to a few
tens of DOF (see Ref. [51] for a review and some applications of MCTDH). However,
to go beyond this, additional approximations have to be made such as approximating
the nuclear wave packet with a set of trajectories following classical dynamics. This
results in mixed quantum-classical (MQC) dynamics methods where the nuclei are
treated classically and electrons quantum mechanically. One such popular approach
is the multiple spawning method [56–58] where classical Gaussian basis functions are
propagated along with their amplitude coefficients on each state evolving quantum
mechanically with coupled sets of differential equations. This classical approximation
here also means that the potential energy surfaces can be calculated on-the-fly dur-
ing the dynamics and do not have to be precomputed as for full quantum dynamics.
This has made multiple spawning applicable to larger systems with more DOF (see
Ref. [62] for a review and some applications of this method).

Going even further, one can invoke a severe approximation of independent classical
trajectories which makes this class of MQC methods computationally highly efficient.
The most popular methods of this class are Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping
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(FSSH) [66] and Ehrenfest dynamics [64]. These methods propagate expansion co-
efficients in the different PES independently along with classical trajectory which
determines the forces for the trajectory. In Ehrenfest dynamics, a weighted average
force of the multiple states is used to propagate the trajectory. However, this might
not be a good choice for long timescale dynamics when the trajectory is well beyond
the regions of non-negligible NAC [70]. On the other hand, the trajectories in FSSH
move only on a single PES with a possibility to hop between the states. Details of
FSSH will be discussed in more detail in the next section as it is the method of choice
for this thesis, owing to its numerous successes (see Ref. [78] for a list of applications
of FSSH).

2.1.1 Fewest switches surface hopping

A brief overview of the FSSH method for quantum-classical dynamics is given in this
section following mostly Tully’s original work [66]. First, probability distributions in
the nuclear and electronic state spaces are sampled by mutually independent trajec-
tories with nuclear positions R(t) and momenta P(t). Then for each trajectory, the
nuclei are propagated classically based on Newton’s equations of motion on a single
PES. The propagation can be done numerically using methods such as the velocity
Verlet algorithm [104]. An electronic wave function ψ(r,R, t) is associated with each
trajectory that can be expanded in terms of any set of electronic basis states φj(r;R)

ψ(r,R, t) =
∑
j

cj(t) φj(r;R), (2.8)

where the cj(t) are time-dependent expansion coefficients. By plugging this expansion
into the time-dependent electronic Schrödinger equation, the following equation is
obtained for the evolution of these coefficients

ċk = −i
∑
j

cjVkj(R)−
∑
j

Ṙ · dkj(R)cj , (2.9)

where Vkj(R) is the matrix element of the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel. In the adiabatic
basis, where the potential energy matrix is diagonal, Vkj = Ekδkj , Eq. (2.9) simplifies
to

ċk = −i ckEk(R)−
∑
j

Ṙ · dkj(R)cj . (2.10)

The actual PES on which the nuclear trajectory is propagated can change during
the propagation. Based on the evolution of the electronic state coefficients, the in-
dividual trajectories can hop between the different PESs. From Eq. (2.9) electronic
state populations akk = ckc

∗
k for a given electronic state k evolve through

ȧkk =
∑
l 6=k

bkl , (2.11)
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where
bkl = 2 Im (clc

∗
kVkl(R))− 2 Re

(
clc
∗
k Ṙ · dkl(R)

)
. (2.12)

As per the name of the method, we aim for the fewest switches between the surfaces.
To achieve this, Tully prescribes the following hopping probability from state k to j
for each time step t→ t+ ∆ [67]

Pkj =

∫ t+∆
t bjk(t

′)dt′

akk(t)
. (2.13)

Note that this expression from Ref. [67] is slightly different than Tully’s original
work [66] which involves an approximation of the above expression. The probabil-
ity to hop to the same state is 0 and any negative probabilities obtained are set to 0.
Now to decide whether or not to hop, first a uniformly sampled random number ζ is
generated from 0 to 1. Since there can be multiple states involved, a hop from state
k to j takes place if ζ satisfies this condition

j−1∑
l=1

Pkl < ζ ≤
j∑
l=1

Pkl. (2.14)

After the hop, the nuclei are propagated on state j. If none of these conditions are
fulfilled for the different states, the trajectory continues in the same state k.

When such a hop occurs, the nuclear momenta are rescaled in the direction of the
NAC to conserve the total energy with a rescaling parameter γkj

Pf = Pin − γkj dkj(R), (2.15)

where Pin and Pf are the momenta before and after the hop, respectively. Requiring
conservation of energy, the following equation is obtained for γkj

γkj =
Bkj ±

√
B2
kj + 4Akj · Ckj
2Akj

, (2.16)

where

Akj =
∑
A

1

2MA
(dkj(RA))2 ,

Bkj =
∑
A

1

MA
PA,in · dkj(RA),

Ckj = Vkk(R)− Vjj(R),

where the sign in Eq. (2.16) is chosen to obtain the smallest change in momenta. In
case

B2
kj + 4Akj · Ckj < 0, (2.17)
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the hop is forbidden since this implies that the system does not have sufficient kinetic
energy for the transition, so it continues to propagate on state k.

This propagation and hopping can be repeated for each time step until a desired
finishing condition is reached. Due to the stochastic nature of the hops, many trajec-
tories need to be propagated till the observable of interest such as state population or
nuclear distribution converges.

2.1.2 Two-level system

Two-level systems are ubiquitous in quantum mechanics such as in spin 1/2 systems
or ground-excited state systems. In the current context of nonadiabatic dynamics,
this can be achieved by limiting the Born-Huang expansion in Eq. (2.4) to just two
electronic states. Two-level model potentials such as Tully’s model systems [66] offer
a simple test system for nonadiabatic dynamics methods. Since this thesis involves
developing such a method and testing it on a two-level system, let us briefly go over
it. A general two-level potential energy which is a matrix in electronic basis (denoted
by underlining) and depends upon R can be written as

V (R) =

(
V11(R) V12(R)

V21(R) V22(R)

)
. (2.18)

This potential is Hermitian such that V21 = V ∗12 and could be in any general electronic
basis. Since the adiabatic basis is more commonly used in FSSH, adiabatic energies
and states can be obtained by diagonalizing V to get eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
respectively. The adiabatic energies are thus

E1,2(R) =
V11 + V22

2
∓
√

(V11 − V22)2 + 4|V12|2
2

, (2.19)

where E1 and E2 are given by the negative (−) and positive (+) solutions, respectively.
The unitary transformation matrix used to diagonalize V can be written in terms of
a rotation matrix for a real-valued potential given by

U(R) =

(
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

)
, (2.20)

where the rotation angle is

θ(R) =
1

2
arctan

(
2V12

V11 − V22

)
. (2.21)

The two columns in Eq. (2.20) give the adiabatic states |φ1〉 and |φ2〉. Note that there
is an additional phase difference factor between the two states that can be arbitrarily
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chosen. Here, the first-order NAC between the two states is given as

d12(R) = −∇Rθ

=
∇RV12 · (V22 − V11)− V12 · (∇RV22 −∇RV11)

(V22 − V11)2 + 4|V12|2
. (2.22)

2.2 Light matter interaction

A proper theoretical framework that consistently describes light and matter will help
us to understand how they interact with each other, allowing us to describe phenomena
such as absorption, emission, and scattering. In this section, I will present such a
framework based on Ref. [105] and will focus on how that leads to an expression for
cross sections in absorption spectroscopy. The total Hamiltonian for an interacting
light and matter system can be written as

Ĥ = Ĥrad + Ĥel + Ĥint, (2.23)

where Ĥrad is the light or radiation field Hamiltonian, Ĥel is the electronic Hamiltonian
from Eq. (2.2), and Ĥint is the interaction Hamiltonian between them. In the following
sections, the different parts of the total Hamiltonian from Eq. (2.23) will be discussed
separately in the second quantization formalism (see Ref. [106] for more details on
this formalism). Note that in this section, nuclear motion is neglected and the focus
is only on the response of electrons to the external radiation field.

2.2.1 Radiation field Hamiltonian

An electromagnetic field, described by Maxwell’s equations, with electric E and mag-
netic B fields can be expressed in terms of vector A and scalar Φ potentials

E = −∇Φ− α∂A
∂t

B = ∇×A. (2.24)

Note that ∇ · B = 0, i.e. B has only transverse components. In Eq. (2.24), there
is still gauge freedom such that a gauge transformation of A and Φ leaves E and B

invariant. Choosing the Coulomb gauge, i.e. ∇·A = 0, for a free electromagnetic field,
E also becomes purely transverse. Now quantizing the fields, the second quantized
Hamiltonian for a free radiation field is given as

Ĥrad =
1

8π

∫
d3x

(
Ê2 + B̂2

)
=

1

8π

∫
d3x

α2

(
∂Â

∂t

)2

+
(
∇× Â

)2

 . (2.25)
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Â can be expanded in terms of plane waves in a box with volume V

Â(x) =
∑
k,λ

√
2π

V ωkα2

(
âk,λεk,λe

ik·x + â†k,λε
∗
k,λe

−ik·x
)
, (2.26)

where âk,λ and â†k,λ are annihilation and creation operators, respectively, for a photon
in mode described by wave vector k and polarization εk,λ (λ = 1 or 2) with mode
frequency ωk = |k|/α. k and the two polarization vectors εk,λ are all orthogonal to
each other. Since photons are bosons, âk,λ and â†k,λ follow the bosonic commutation
relations

[âk,λ, âk′,λ′ ] = [â†k,λ, â
†
k′,λ′ ] = 0,

[âk,λ, â
†
k′,λ′ ] = δk,k′δλ,λ′ . (2.27)

Using the mode expansion from Eq. (2.26), the radiation Hamiltonian can be written
as a sum of independent harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians for each mode

Ĥrad =
∑
k,λ

ωk

(
â†k,λâk,λ +

1

2

)
. (2.28)

The number operator n̂k,λ = â†k,λâk,λ counts the number of photons nk,λ in the mode
(k, λ)

n̂k,λ |nk,λ〉 = nk,λ |nk,λ〉 , (2.29)

where a complete set of orthonormal states are formed by |nk,λ〉.

2.2.2 Electronic Hamiltonian

To be consistent with the formulation of the electromagnetic field, we now go to the
second quantized formulation also for the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel given in first
quantization in Eq. (2.2). Again, note that we are only interested in the interaction
of electrons with the radiation field, hence, nuclear dynamics is neglected here. For
second quantization, we first define an electron field operator

ψ̂(x) =

(
ψ̂1/2(x)

ψ̂−1/2(x)

)
, (2.30)

which is a two-component spinor where the operators ψ̂σ(x) and ψ̂†σ(x) annihilate
and create an electron, respectively, at position x with spin quantum number σ.
Since electrons are fermions, these field operators fulfill the fermionic anti-commutator
relations {

ψ̂σ(x), ψ̂σ(x′)
}

=
{
ψ̂†σ(x), ψ̂†σ′(x

′)
}

= 0,{
ψ̂σ(x), ψ̂†σ′(x

′)
}

= δσ,σ′δ(x− x′). (2.31)
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The second quantized electronic Hamiltonian in the Schrödinger picture can then be
written in terms of ψ̂(x) as

Ĥel =

∫
d3x ψ̂†(x)

[
−1

2
∇2 −

∑
A

ZA
|x−RA|

]
ψ̂(x)

+
1

2

∫
d3x

∫
d3x′ ψ̂†(x)ψ̂†(x′)

1

|x− x′|
ψ̂(x′)ψ̂(x) + VNN. (2.32)

Here, in the case of static nuclei, VNN is a constant energy shift.
Similar to the mode expansion of the radiation field, the electron field can also be

expanded in terms of a complete set of orthonormal spin orbitals ϕp(x), which are the
eigenstates of an effective one-electron Hamiltonian ˆ̄H

ˆ̄Hϕp(x) =

(
−1

2
∇2 −

∑
A

ZA
|x−RA|

+ V̄ (x)

)
ϕp(x)

= εpϕp(x), (2.33)

where εp is the eigenvalue, also called orbital energy, of ϕp(x) and V̄ (x) is a mean-field
potential that takes into account the electron-electron interaction in an approximate
way. More details on the choice of V̄ (x) and obtaining ϕp(x) will be discussed later
when discussing the Hartree-Fock approximation. The field operators ψ̂(x) and ψ̂†(x)

in this expansion are given as

ψ̂(x) =
∑
p

ĉpϕp(x),

ψ̂†(x) =
∑
p

ĉ†pϕ
†
p(x), (2.34)

where the expansion coefficients ĉp and ĉ
†
p are the annihilation and creation operators,

respectively, for an electron in spin orbital ϕp(x), and obey anti-commutator relations

{ĉp, ĉq} =
{
ĉ†p, ĉ

†
q

}
= 0,{

ĉp, ĉ
†
q

}
= δp,q. (2.35)

The Fock states |{np}〉 = |n1, n2, ...〉 form a complete orthonormal basis in the electron
states and the number operator n̂p = ĉ†pĉp counts the number of electrons in state p

n̂p |{nq}〉 = np |{nq}〉 . (2.36)

Due to the fermionic character of the electrons, np can only be 0 or 1. A small note
on notation, states or spin orbitals that are occupied by an electron are labelled by
i, j, k and so on, and unoccupied ones by a, b and so on. p, q and so on refer to general
spin orbitals, both occupied and unoccupied.
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Before proceeding any further, it is useful to define one-body and two-body oper-
ators in this formalism. One-body operators act only on a single particle; an example
of this is ˆ̄H. These are represented by

t̂ =

∫
d3x ψ̂†(x)t(x)ψ̂(x)

=
∑
p,q

tpq ĉ
†
pĉq, (2.37)

where the one-body operator matrix elements are defined as

tpq = 〈ϕp| t(x) |ϕq〉 =

∫
d3xϕ∗p(x)t(x)ϕq(x). (2.38)

Two-body operators, on the other hand, describe the interaction between two particles,
such as electron-electron repulsion potential, and are represented by

v̂ =
1

2

∫
d3x

∫
d3x′ψ̂†(x)ψ̂†(x′)v(x,x′)ψ̂(x′)ψ̂(x)

=
1

2

∑
p,q,r,s

vp,q,r,sĉ
†
pĉ
†
q ĉsĉr, (2.39)

where
vp,q,r,s =

∫
d3x

∫
d3x′ϕ†p(x)ϕ†q(x

′)v(x,x′)ϕr(x)ϕs(x
′). (2.40)

Now, the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel can be repartitioned as

Ĥel = ˆ̄H + V̂res + VNN, (2.41)

where the mean-field Hamiltonian ˆ̄H can be written as

ˆ̄H =
∑
p,q

〈ϕp|

[
−1

2
∇2 −

∑
A

ZA
|x−RA|

+ V̄

]
|ϕq〉 ĉ†pĉq

=
∑
p

εpĉ
†
pĉp, (2.42)

and the residual electron-electron interaction potential V̂res, which is simply the mean-
field potential V̄ subtracted from the electron-electron interaction term, is given as

V̂res =
1

2

∑
p,q,r,s

vp,q,r,sĉ
†
pĉ
†
q ĉsĉr −

∑
p,q

〈
ϕp|V̄ |ϕq〉

∣∣ ĉ†pĉq. (2.43)

Here, and from now on, vp,q,r,s is defined as the Coulomb matrix element of orbitals
p, q, r, s:

vp,q,r,s =

∫
d3x

∫
d3x′ϕ†p(x)ϕ†q(x

′)
1

|x− x′|
ϕr(x)ϕs(x

′). (2.44)

This repartitioning now shifts the problem to finding ϕp(x) which serves as a basis
for eigenstates of Ĥel and to find the optimal form of V̄ that reduces the effect of V̂res.
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One of the simplest strategies is using the Hartree-Fock method which will be briefly
discussed below.

Hartree-Fock

In this section, I briefly introduce the closed shell restricted Hartree-Fock mean-
field method for describing the non-degenerate ground state of a Nel-electron system
through a certain solution for εp and ϕp(x) that leads to an expression for V̄ ; see
Ref. [106] for more detailed discussion and derivation. This ground state is approxi-
mated by a single antisymmetric Fock state

∣∣∣ΦNel
0

〉
= |{np}〉 which aims at minimizing

the energy
〈

ΦNel
0

∣∣∣ Ĥel

∣∣∣ΦNel
0

〉
, thus providing the best possible approximation to the

exact ground state energy. Through variational principle, one obtains the following
Hartree-Fock equations for occupied spin orbitals ϕi(x)

εiϕi(x) = fϕi(x)

=

(
−1

2
∇2 −

∑
A

ZA
|x−RA|

)
ϕi(x) +

∑
j

∫
d3x′

ϕ∗j (x
′)ϕj(x

′)

|x− x′|
ϕi(x)

−
∑
j

∫
d3x′

ϕ∗j (x
′)ϕi(x

′)

|x− x′|
ϕj(x), (2.45)

where f is called the Fock operator. The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.45)
is called the direct interaction which describes the Coulomb interaction between elec-
tron i and the density cloud from the rest of the electrons, and the last term is the
non-local exchange interaction. Note that εi is spin-independent in restricted Hartree-
Fock. Since building the Fock operator already requires all the occupied spin orbitals,
Eq. (2.45) needs to be solved self-consistently, starting with an initial guess of the
spin orbitals and then solving them till the orbital energies converge. After obtaining
results for occupied spin orbitals, a similar equation can then be solved for unoccupied
spin orbitals ϕa(x).

In the Hartree-Fock approximation, one obtains the following mean-field potential

V̄pq =
∑
i

(vpiqi − vpiiq), (2.46)

which results in the Hartree-Fock energy for state
∣∣∣ΦNel

0

〉
is given by

〈
ΦNel

0

∣∣∣ Ĥel

∣∣∣ΦNel
0

〉
=
∑
i

εi −
1

2

∑
i,j

(vijij − vijji) + VNN. (2.47)

The Hartree-Fock method provides a basis from which excited states can be con-
structed using higher-order methods such as configuration interaction (CI) or coupled
cluster (CC). These methods build upon Hartree-Fock and go beyond it by including
electronic correlation effects missing in Hartree-Fock due to the use of mean-field po-
tential. This is included by adding terms with holes (lack of electrons) in occupied
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orbitals and particles (electrons) in unoccupied ones from the ground state
∣∣∣ΦNel

0

〉
.

Configuration interaction singles (CIS) for instance includes terms with 1p− 1h (one-
particle and one-hole).

Koopmans’ theorem

Now, to describe an ionized system starting from a Hartree-Fock ground state, the
following 1h (one-hole) configuration with a hole in state i is considered∣∣∣ΦNel−1

i

〉
= ĉi

∣∣∣ΦNel
0

〉
. (2.48)

Here, one gets 〈
ΦNel−1
i

∣∣∣ Ĥel

∣∣∣ΦNel−1
i

〉
−
〈

ΦNel
0

∣∣∣ Ĥel

∣∣∣ΦNel
0

〉
= −εi, (2.49)

which is known as Koopmans’ theorem. Here, in the Hartree-Fock approximation, the
electron binding energy or ionization potential, which is the difference between the
energy of (Nel−1)-electron system to the Nel-electron system, is given by the negative
of the orbital energy εi.

2.2.3 Interaction Hamiltonian

Now, let us look into the term that couples light and matter, namely the interaction
Hamiltonian Ĥint, which from the principle of minimal coupling is given by

Ĥint = α
∑
a

p̂a · Â(ra) +
1

2
α2
∑
a

Â2(ra), (2.50)

where p̂a is the momentum operator for the ath electron. In the second quantized
formulation, this can be written as

Ĥint = α
∑
p,q

〈ϕp|p · Â(x) |ϕq〉 ĉ†pĉq +
1

2
α2
∑
p,q

〈ϕp| Â2(x) |ϕq〉 ĉ†pĉq. (2.51)

The first term is referred to as the ‘p ·A’ term and the second as the ‘A2’ term. In this
formalism, it is easy to see that both the operators change the state of one electron
from q to p. By plugging in the mode expansion of Â from Eq. (2.26), we see that the
‘p ·A’ term leads to one-photon absorption (annihilation) or emission (creation), and
the ‘A2’ term causes two-photon absorption or emission, or scattering of one photon.

Depending upon whether Ĥint vanishes at some later time or not, there are two
distinct cases to be considered. If Ĥint is permanently present, then this causes energy
shifts of the total coupled systems such as in Lamb shift or AC Stark shift. If it
vanishes at later times, then this causes transitions between eigenstates of the light
and matter fields, which is the case for photon absorption, emission, and scattering.
The latter is the focus of this thesis, in particular one-photon absorption, so this
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type of interaction will be discussed. To that end, first, we need to talk about time-
dependent perturbation theory which describes an interaction with a time-dependent
potential.

Time-dependent perturbation theory

Here, treating the interaction Hamiltonian Ĥint as a small perturbation, the full Hamil-
tonian can be separated as

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥinte
−ε|t|, (2.52)

where the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ĥ0 = Ĥrad + Ĥel and the infinitesimal parameter
ε > 0 is introduced to ensures that the interaction term vanishes at t → ±∞, in
accordance with the adiabatic switching procedure.

In the limit before the interaction begins, assuming that the radiation field is in
a single-mode (kin, λin) Fock state |Nph〉 with Nph photons (for simplicity) and the
electronic system is in a general ground state given by

∣∣∣ΨNel
0

〉
with energy ENel

0 , the
initial state can be written as

|I〉 = |Nph〉
∣∣∣ΨNel

0

〉
. (2.53)

Since this is an eigenstate of Ĥ0, the initial energy is

EI = ωin(Nph +
1

2
) + ENel

0 . (2.54)

By going to the interaction picture and applying time-dependent perturbation the-
ory (see Refs. [105, 107] for more details and derivation), one obtains the following
transition rate ΓFI to go from initial state |I〉 to final state |F 〉

ΓFI = 2πδ(EF − EI)

∣∣∣∣∣〈F | Ĥint |I〉+
∑
M

〈F | Ĥint |M〉 〈M | Ĥint |I〉
EI − EM + iε

+ . . .

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.55)

Here |F 〉 6= |I〉 is an eigenstate of Ĥ0 with eigenenergy EF and |M〉 is an intermediate
state which is also an eigenstate of Ĥ0 but with eigenenergy EM . The delta function
δ(EF −EI) ensures energy conservation is fulfilled. Only first- and second-order terms
are shown in Eq. (2.55), but higher-order terms can also be computed. But, for one-
photon absorption, only the first-order is relevant as discussed below.

One-photon absorption

The final state of the system after absorbing one photon can be written as

|F 〉 = |Nph − 1〉
∣∣∣ΨNel

F

〉
, (2.56)

where the |Nph − 1〉 is the final state of the radiation field which has one less photon
than the initial state and

∣∣∣ΨNel
F

〉
is the final electronic state which has energy of ENel

F .
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Since only one photon is annihilated, only first-order in perturbation theory from
Eq. (2.55) is needed and in particular, only the ‘p ·A’ term can cause this transition
as it has the term containing a single photon annihilation operator âk,λ. Hence, the
transition rate to absorb a photon in first-order is

ΓFI = 2πδ
(
ENel
F − ENel

0 − ωin
) ∣∣∣∣∣〈Nph − 1|

〈
ΨNel
F

∣∣∣∑
p,q

∑
k,λ

√
2π

V ωk
ĉ†pĉq

× 〈ϕp| eik·xp · εk,λ |ϕq〉 âk,λ |Nph〉
∣∣∣ΨNel

0

〉 ∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
4π2

V ωin
Nphδ

(
ENel
F − ENel

0 − ωin
)
×

∣∣∣∣∣∑
p,q

〈ϕp| eikin·xp · εkin,λin |ϕq〉
〈

ΨNel
F

∣∣∣ ĉ†pĉq ∣∣∣ΨNel
0

〉∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2.57)

Defining the photon flux, which is the number of incident photons per unit time
and unit area

Jph =
1

α

Nph

V
, (2.58)

the photoabsorption cross section is given as

σF (kin, λin) =
ΓFI
Jph

=
α4π2

ωin
δ(ENel

F − ENel
0 − ωin)

∣∣∣∣∣∑
p,q

〈ϕp| eikin·xp · εkin,λin |ϕq〉
〈

ΨNel
F

∣∣∣ ĉ†pĉq ∣∣∣ΨNel
0

〉∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

(2.59)

which depends upon the photon energy, polarization and propagation direction kin.
In the independent-electron model, Ĥel is approximated by the mean-field Hamil-

tonian ˆ̄H, such that the initial state
∣∣∣ΨNel

0

〉
=
∣∣∣ΦNel

0

〉
is the Nel ground state of ˆ̄H. To

obtain non-zero matrix elements in Eq. (2.59) after applying ĉ†pĉq to
∣∣∣ΦNel

0

〉
, the final

state needs to be a particle-hole state with q being an occupied state (now labelled
by i) and p being an unoccupied state (labelled by a). Hence, the final state is of
the form |Φa

i 〉 = ĉ†aĉi

∣∣∣ΦNel
0

〉
. Thus, the photoabsorption cross section for an electron

initially in orbital i transitioning to orbital a is

σai (kin, λin) =
4π2

ωin
αδ (εa − εi − ωin)

∣∣∣〈ϕa| eikin·xp · εkin,λin |ϕi〉
∣∣∣2 . (2.60)

Note that this equation is an approximation and the energies here are evaluated using
ˆ̄H instead of Ĥel.

In the electric dipole approximation, eikin·x ≈ 1, i.e. the dependence on the photon
propagation direction vanishes. Furthermore, the transition matrix element in the so-
called velocity form can be transformed as

〈ϕp|p · ε |ϕq〉 = −i(εq − εp) 〈ϕp|x · ε |ϕq〉 , (2.61)
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where 〈ϕp|x · ε |ϕq〉 is the dipole transition matrix element in the length form. Using
this and the electric dipole approximation, the photoabsorption cross section becomes

σai (kin, λin) = 4π2ωinαδ (εa − εi − ωin) |〈ϕa|x · εkin,λin |ϕi〉|
2 . (2.62)

2.3 Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics simulations

Performing quantum dynamics of large systems in the condensed phase is computa-
tionally unfeasible, since solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation to get the
gradients for the dynamics grows exponentially with the number of atoms. An alter-
native is to use the quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) method [99,
108], where only a small section is calculated using quantum mechanics (QM) and the
rest is treated with classical force field molecular mechanics (MM). Figure 2.1 shows
a QM/MM scheme to illustrate the separation between QM and MM regions. This is
a useful technique to simulate chemical reactions where the effect of the environment
can be important, such as in liquid phase reactions or photoexcitations in proteins
(see Ref. [109] for more applications). In this section, first molecular mechanics is
introduced and then different approaches to QM/MM are discussed.

QM

MM

Figure 2.1: QM/MM scheme for a system in aqueous solution. Only
a small portion of atoms are considered in the QM region and the rest

are in the MM part.

2.3.1 Molecular mechanics

Classical ground state molecular dynamics (MD) using MM treats the atoms in a
system with a "ball and spring" model, where the "balls" represent the atoms and
the "springs" are the bonds between them. The nuclei are propagated using Newton’s
equation of motion

MA
d2RA(t)

dt2
= −∇RA

VMM(R(t)), (2.63)

where the MM potential VMM(R(t)) is parameterized by [98]

VMM(R(t)) = Vb(R(t)) + Vnb(R(t)), (2.64)
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where Vb(R(t)) and Vnb(R(t)) are the bonding and non-bonding potentials, respec-
tively. Vb(R(t)) is given by

Vb(R(t)) =
∑
bonds

kd
2

(d−do)2 +
∑
angles

kθ
2

(θ−θo)2 +
∑

dihedrals

kϕ
2

(1+cos(nϕ−δ)), (2.65)

where d, θ, and ϕ are the bond length, the angle between two bonds, and the dihedral
angle for three adjacent bonds within a molecule, respectively. In Eq. (2.65), bonds
and angles are modelled by harmonic potentials with kd and kθ as their respective force
constants, and do and θo as their respective equilibrium values. Dihedral angles, on the
other hand, are represented by periodic functions with kϕ and δ as its force constant
and phase shift, respectively. The non-bonding potential Vnb(R(t)) is described as a
sum of Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potential for each pair of atoms, which describes
electrostatic and van der Waals interaction, respectively,

Vnb(R(t)) =
∑
A<B

(
qAqB
dAB

+ 4εAB

[(
σAB
dAB

)12

−
(
σAB
dAB

)6
])

, (2.66)

where qA and qB are the charges of atoms A and B, dAB is the distance between them,
σAB and εAB are the Lennard-Jones parameters. These required parameters, such as
the force constants, charges, and Lennard-Jones parameters, are obtained through
quantum chemistry calculations or experimental fitting and are summarized in force
field files containing these parameters for each specific case. Some common force fields
used are AMBER [110], CHARMM [111], OPLS [112].

This analytical form of force fields makes MM calculations extremely computation-
ally efficient as opposed to ab initio MD. Hence, it has proven to be a powerful tool to
model biological systems for understanding phenomena such as protein folding, DNA
unzipping, and substrate transport through membrane [113]. However, since electrons
are not treated explicitly in this approach, a general treatment of chemical reactions
with bond dissociation and formation is not possible, even with more sophisticated
force fields such as reactive force fields [114]. Furthermore, since it only describes
the ground state of the system near equilibrium, excitation or ionization cannot be
described.

2.3.2 Different QM/MM approaches

To resolve the issues with pure classical MM simulations and circumvent the computa-
tional cost of QM calculation, a hybrid method, namely QM/MM, can be used. This
is especially useful in condensed phase systems where only a small portion needs to
be described using QM where a reaction takes place, and the rest can be through MM
which can act as a bath that still influences the QM dynamics. However, modelling
the interaction between QM and MM regions can be a challenging task. Two distinct
approaches to describe this interaction in QM/MM simulations are the subtractive
and additive coupling schemes.
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In the subtractive approach, the total potential is given by

Vtot(R) = VMM(R) + VQM(RQM)− VMM(RQM), (2.67)

where the nuclear positions R are divided into RQM and RMM for the QM and MM
regions, respectively, and VQM and VMM are the potentials calculated at QM and
MM level, respectively. In Eq. (2.67), essentially the whole system is first evaluated
at the MM level and then the MM potential for the QM atoms is replaced by the
QM potential for these atoms. Hence, the interaction between the two regions is
only at the force field level, making this approach quite simple. It lacks effects from
the environment to the QM region such as polarization effects though. The ONIOM
method [115, 116] is one of the most popular subtractive scheme methods.

Alternatively, one can use an additive scheme that explicitly takes into account the
coupling between two regions with an interaction potential term VQM/MM(R), such
that

Vtot(R) = VQM(RQM) + VMM(RMM) + VQM/MM(R). (2.68)

This coupling term can be described by mechanical [117] or electrostatic embed-
ding [118] scheme. The interaction between the two regions is modelled by force
fields in the mechanical scheme, hence also does not include polarization effects. On
the other hand, in the electrostatic embedding scheme, the charges from the MM
atoms are included explicitly in the QM calculations, allowing it to include polariza-
tion from the environment. Going even further, the polarization of the MM region
due to the effect of the QM region can also be included [119]. See Ref. [120] for a
more detailed overview of these different approaches.

2.4 Path integral methods

So far we focused on the use of classical nuclei due to computational efficiency reasons.
However, this lacks nuclear quantum effects such as zero-point energy (ZPE) and tun-
neling which can be important in some cases, for instance in proton transfer reactions
as these involve light atoms. One approximate way of adding these is by semi-classical
dynamics involving Feynman’s imaginary time path integral approach [89]. In this
section, path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) is first introduced which is used
to evaluate static properties with quantum effects of a system in thermal equilib-
rium. Then, ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) is discussed which builds
upon PIMD to get approximated real-time quantum dynamics.

2.4.1 Path Integral Molecular Dynamics

The Hamiltonian for one nuclear DOF and a single electronic state is

Ĥ = TN (P̂ ) + V (R̂), (2.69)
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where P̂ and R̂ are the nuclear momentum and position operators, respectively, and
the nuclear kinetic and potential energies are TN and V (same as Ĥel from before
but just written differently for ease of notation), respectively. In this section, only
one nuclear DOF is considered for simplicity; however, generalization to a system of
distinguishable particles with multiple DOFs can easily be done.

Static properties of a system in thermal equilibrium can be obtained through the
partition function

Z = Tr
[
e−βĤ

]
, (2.70)

where β is the inverse equilibrium temperature. By evaluating the trace in Eq. (2.70)
in the position basis, employing the symmetric Trotter product (since T̂N and V̂

do not commute), and inserting identity operators in position and momentum basis
1̂ =

∫
dR |R〉 〈R| =

∫
dP |P 〉 〈P |, one obtains

Z = lim
n→∞

Zn

= lim
n→∞

(
1

2π

)n ∫
d{P (α)}

∫
d{R(α)} e−βnHn({R(α)},{P (α)}), (2.71)

where R(α) and P (α) are the position and momentum, respectively, of a so-called
ring polymer bead labelled by α with n being the number of beads or replicas of the
system,

∫
d{R(α)} means

∫
dR(1)· · ·

∫
dR(n), and βn = β

n . This formulation of the
partition function is still exact in the limit n → ∞ and thus casts the quantum Z

into a classical object through this classical isomorphism [121]. Note that the bead
momenta are reinserted in Eq. (2.71) to perform molecular dynamics for sampling the
phase space, resulting in the PIMD formulation [122]. If the momenta are left out,
sampling the integrals can still be done using Monte Carlo methods which gives the
path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) method [123]. Both methods enable one to obtain
exact static quantum properties from classical quantities. In PIMD, the sampling is
done through the so-called ring polymer Hamiltonian which is also a classical object
and is given as

Hn({R(α)}, {P (α)}) =
n∑

α=1

(
(P (α))2

2M
+

1

2
Mω2

n(R(α) −R(α+1))2 + V (R(α))

)
(2.72)

where M is the nuclear mass, ωn = 1
βn

and index α = n + 1 is interpreted as index
α = 1. The centroid position R̄ and momentum P̄ are given by the average of those
quantities over all n beads. To sample the phase space in Eq. (2.71), the bead positions
and momenta are propagated using classical Hamilton’s equations of motion for each
bead

Ṙ(α) =
∂Hn

∂P (α)
=
P (α)

M
,

Ṗ (α) = − ∂Hn

∂R(α)
= Mω2

n(R(α+1) +R(α−1) − 2R(α))− ∂V (R(α))

∂R(α)
. (2.73)
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Any observable that is a function of position Â(R) can be calculated in PIMD
through

〈Â(R)〉 =
1

Z
Tr
[
Â(R)e−βĤ

]
' 1

(2π)nZn

∫
d{P (α)}

∫
d{R(α)} An({R(α)})e−βnHn (2.74)

where An({R(α)}) = 1
n

∑n
α=1A(R(α)) is known as the estimator. Note that the ob-

servables obtained are also exact in the limit n→∞, but in practice, n is chosen till
results converge. For observables that are a function of momenta, the estimator can
be a bit more complicated and are possible by either taking derivatives of position
operators or from a statistical property using the partition function such as one for
energy (see Ref. [124] for more details on estimators for various quantities). PIMD
and PIMC have been widely used to study condensed phase systems from aqueous and
biological systems to material science (see Refs. [125, 126] for different applications).

2.4.2 Ring polymer molecular dynamics

RPMD [88] extends PIMD to get approximated real-time quantum correlation func-
tions, which in standard form for two operators Â and B̂ is given as

CAB(t) =〈Â(0)B̂(t)〉

=
1

Z
Tr
[
Â(0)B̂(t)e−βĤ

]
(2.75)

where B̂(t) = eiĤtB̂(t)e−iĤt. This can be used to calculate quantities such as diffusion
and reaction rate constants, and infrared absorption spectra. An alternative form of
correlation functions is the more symmetric Kubo-transformed form [127]

C̃AB(t) =
1

βZ

∫ β

0
dλ Tr

[
e−(β−λ)ĤÂ(0)e−λĤB̂(t)

]
. (2.76)

These two correlation functions are related to each other by the following relation

GAB(ω) =
βω

1− e−βω
G̃AB(ω) (2.77)

where GAB(ω) and G̃AB(ω) are Fourier transforms of CAB(t) and C̃AB(t), respec-
tively. By evolving the bead positions and momenta using the same Hamiltonian from
Eq. (2.72), one gets the following approximated correlation function for RPMD [88]

〈Â(0)B̂(t)〉 ' 1

(2π)nZn

∫
d{P (α)}

∫
d{R(α)} An(0)Bn(t)e−βnHn , (2.78)

which is argued to be comparable to the Kubo transformed one from Eq. (2.76) due
to the similar symmetries in both.
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Although the dynamics are approximate and only exact in certain limits such as
short time, harmonic, and high-temperature limits, RPMD has been shown to accu-
rately incorporate nuclear quantum effects in computing reaction rate constants and
diffusion rates [128–131]. Furthermore, RPMD, which performs classical dynamics
with quantum statistics, still preserves the quantum Boltzmann distribution over the
dynamics, hence there is no ZPE leakage problem [132]. Recently, RPMD was shown
to stem from Matsubara dynamics [133, 134] which is a more rigorously derived and
accurate method but is rather computationally expensive. However, retrieving RPMD
requires approximations whose physical reasonings are not clear yet. RPMD has also
been extended to non-equilibrium cases involving vertical excitation and momentum
kick [135], with recent applications to calculating state-to-state reaction cross sec-
tions [136–138]. Non-equilibrium dynamics involve initial equilibrium sampling using
one Hamiltonian and propagation using a different one. A further important extension
in the scope of this thesis is nonadiabatic dynamics using RPMD. The aim is to cap-
ture nuclear quantum effects in quantum-classical dynamics for the multistate case.
This has been attempted by combining RPMD with FSSH [90, 139] and the Meyer-
Miller-Stock-Thoss (MMST) mapping approach [140–142]. Each of these methods
have their drawbacks though.
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Chapter 3

Ultrafast time-resolved x-ray
absorption spectroscopy of ionized
urea and its dimer in vacuum

This chapter is based on the following published manuscript with minor changes to
fit the thesis structure:

• Yashoj Shakya, Ludger Inhester, Caroline Arnold, Ralph Welsch, and Robin
Santra, "Ultrafast time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy of ionized urea
and its dimer through ab initio nonadiabatic dynamics", Structural Dynamics
8, 034102 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1063/4.0000076

I performed the simulations, did the data analysis, and wrote the manuscript under the
supervision of Ludger Inhester and Robin Santra. In particular, I performed ionized
state simulations and the XAS spectra calculations using the in-house developed codes
CDTK and XMOLECULE, where I extended CDTK to generate TRXAS spectra
for any general molecule using absorption cross sections from XMOLECULE. I also
conducted the analysis of the data including analysing proton transfer reaction and
statistical analysis using a machine learning technique, namely PLSR.

3.1 Introduction

The response of biological matter to ionizing radiation is of fundamental interest to
many fields, ranging from radiation oncology [143], x-ray diffraction imaging [144], and
human space flight [145]. The dynamics in a molecule that are triggered by the forma-
tion of deep valence holes, i.e., by ionization beyond the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO), are of particular relevance for highly energetic ionizing radiation.
Deep valence holes can be caused either by the direct interaction with extreme ultra-
violet light or by secondary ionizations, e.g., by photo- or Auger electrons following
core level ionization [146–149]. Upon ionization, the molecule undergoes chemical
dynamics that involve conversion of the electronic excitation energy to vibrational
energy through nonadiabatic couplings of electronic potential energy surfaces (PES).

With the advent of x-ray free-electron lasers (XFEL) and the recent progress
in high harmonic generation (HHG) technology offer new routes to investigate the

https://doi.org/10.1063/4.0000076
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ultrafast dynamics triggered by such ionization events in molecules. In particular, a
promising tool to investigate ultrafast structural dynamics on a femtosecond timescale
is time-resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy (TRXAS), where the ultrafast dynam-
ical changes initiated by an ionizing or exciting light pulse are probed with a delayed,
ultra-short x-ray pulse. Complementary to the wide range of experimental methods
that have been used to study the femtosecond dynamics of molecules[3, 26], TRXAS
has the advantage that the probe acts locally on a specific atomic site in the molecule
since the dominant interactions occur with the core orbitals in the molecule. Different
atoms with distinct inner-shell binding energies thus provide separate time-resolved
absorption signals that cover different local aspects of the dynamics of the molecule.

The capabilities of TRXAS in probing structural and electronic dynamics on a
femtosecond timescale have been demonstrated in several experiments at large XFEL
facilities [30–35] and in laboratory setups employing HHG [23, 24, 28]. Interpreting the
TRXAS signals is, however, usually not trivial and often relies crucially on theoretical
modelling. In this context, a number of theoretical works have provided valuable
insight into the dynamics following ionization or excitation of a sample molecule and
how they can be revealed from TRXAS [36–41].

Depending on the initial excitation level, the triggered dynamics can involve a
large number of different PES [36]. Hence, with increasing system size, simulating
the dynamics and calculating the resulting TRXAS can become rather computation-
ally involved, thus posing a strong challenge for theoretical modelling. A relatively
affordable, yet reasonably accurate, approach is to employ the fewest switches surface
hopping method [66] in combination with PES provided by Koopmans’ theorem [35,
36, 40, 150, 151].

In this chapter, I present a computational study on the TRXAS of urea and its
dimer. Due to its use as a fertilizer, urea is a highly relevant molecule for industry
and agriculture. Its first synthesis by Wöhler [152] is often considered a foundational
milestone in organic chemistry [153]. As an amide with a planar structure, it has simi-
larities with proteins and thus can be seen as a simplified building block of a biological
molecule. Moreover, the urea dimer is linked via hydrogen bonds whose specific role
in TRXAS has not yet been studied. I performed on-the-fly ab initio nonadiabatic
dynamics simulations following instantaneous HOMO and deeper valence ionization
of urea and its dimer, and calculated the TRXAS at the carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and
oxygen (O) K-edges. Using these results, I demonstrate how statistical analysis can
provide a clear interpretation of features in the TRXAS with respect to structural dy-
namics in the molecule. Furthermore, I reveal pronounced fingerprints of nonadiabatic
relaxation and proton transfer reaction in the TRXAS.

This chapter is structured as follows: first, I briefly explain the computational
methodology in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3, I present and discuss the results for the urea
monomer and dimer. Then I summarize the main findings in Sec. 3.4.
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3.2 Computational method

I performed on-the-fly ab initio molecular dynamics on multiple coupled electronic
PES employing the methodology used in Refs. [35, 40]. Electronic structure calcula-
tions at a particular molecular geometry have been performed using the XMOLECULE
package (rev. 3700) [154, 155] at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory with the 6-
31+G* basis set [156–159]. I also performed calculations with the smaller 6-31G basis
set which gives qualitatively similar results. The ionized system was described by
Koopmans’ theorem, which gives the energy of a state with a hole in the i-th or-
bital as Ei = EHF − εi, where εi is the energy of the i-th orbital and EHF is the HF
ground-state energy of the neutral molecule. This approach provides a computation-
ally efficient, yet reasonable, description of the valence shell ionized system and was
previously used to study the dynamics of other ionized systems [35, 36, 40, 150, 151].
Although the accuracy is certainly limited, the employed scheme has the potential to
be applied also to larger molecules, since it essentially only involves HF calculations.
Due to its simplicity, it can also straightforwardly be applied to the ionization of
deeply bound valence orbitals where the ensuing relaxation dynamics involve a large
number of different PES. [36]

In the calculations, the gradients of the PES and the nonadiabatic coupling vectors
between the different ionized states were obtained by solving the coupled perturbed
Hartree-Fock equations in XMOLECULE [40, 160–162].

The molecular dynamics simulations on the ionized states were performed using
Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping method [66]. In this quantum-classical ap-
proach, the nuclei are treated classically on a single PES. At each time step, there is
a probability to hop to another surface based on the coherent evolution of an elec-
tronic wavefunction. The propagation of the quantum electronic wave packet is done
by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation simultaneously along with the
classical propagation of the nuclear geometry.

Initial positions and momenta were obtained by sampling the Wigner distribution
of the ground vibrational state of the neutral molecule, employing the harmonic ap-
proximation. An ensemble of 100 samples was created and then propagated starting in
a selected valence-ionized electronic state for a total time of 300 fs using a simulation
time step of 0.5 fs.

Along each trajectory, I calculated the time-dependent x-ray absorption spectra.
Given the element specificity of core orbitals, one can probe the dynamics of the
molecule through different inner-shell edges in the x-ray absorption spectra, reflecting
different local environments in the molecule. Here, I consider the C, N, and OK-edges,
whose binding energies are around 289 eV, 399 eV, and 535 eV, respectively [163].
More specifically, I addressed the energetically lowest absorption resonance that can
be found below the ionization threshold and can be associated with the refilling of the
previously created valence hole from the respective core orbital. Such an absorption
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resonance is thus only present in the ionized molecule, which in a prospective pump-
probe experiment has the advantage that the signal from pumped molecules can be
distinguished from the background signal of non-pumped, neutral molecules.

For an electron in the core orbital φi with orbital energy εi being excited to the
valence orbital vacancy φf with orbital energy εf , the cross section was calculated
using [105]

σ(ω) =
4

3
π2ωα δ(εf − εi − ω) | 〈φf | d̂ |φi〉 |2, (3.1)

where ω is the photon energy of the x-ray probe pulse, α is the fine structure constant,
and d̂ is the dipole vector, which in Eq. (3.1) is averaged over the three spatial
dimensions. The quantities in Eq. (3.1) are given in atomic units (a.u.) and is the
same as Eq. (2.62), apart from the averaging over three dimensions. For the function
δ(E − ω), I employed a finite-width line profile given by a Lorentzian function with a
width of 100 meV to account for the natural line width of the core-ionized state.

Note that the energetic positions of the absorption resonances, here calculated by
εf−εi, are several eVs off from realistic values. This is mostly due to orbital relaxation
effects accompanying core shell ionization that are not taken into account in the Koop-
manns’ approach. To correct for this effect, I down-shifted the calculated absorption
spectra by 21 eV, 25 eV, and 24 eV for the C, N, and O K-edges, respectively. These
shifts have been estimated from the difference between the calculated orbital binding
energies and the experimental K-edge ionization potentials [163].

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Urea

For the urea molecule (schematic shown in Fig. 3.1(a)), I have considered initial ioniza-
tion in the HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-2. The orbitals are depicted in Figs. 3.1(c)-
3.1(e). Figure 3.1(b) shows the corresponding binding energy histogram for the molec-
ular geometries in the considered ground-state Wigner distribution. As can be seen,
HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-2 lie relatively close to each other in binding energy
within the range between 11 eV and 13 eV. The computed binding energies are some-
what higher than the values from experimental data reporting 10.28 eV and 10.78 eV

for the first two ionization potentials [164]. As the binding energies overlap, one can
expect that ionization of HOMO-1 or HOMO-2 leads to a rapid internal conversion
via nonadiabatic dynamics towards the electronic ground state with a hole in HOMO.
Additionally, these hole states are below the double ionization potential (∼ 30 eV as
estimated from a ∆SCF calculation at the equilibrium geometry) and therefore do
not undergo autoionization processes.

TRXAS

Figure 3.2 shows the evolution of the three calculated x-ray absorption spectra after
removing an electron from HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-2, respectively. Compared
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of urea. (b) Histogram of the calcu-
lated molecular orbital binding energies for HOMO to HOMO-4 for
the ground-state Wigner distribution of neutral urea. (c)-(e) HOMO,
HOMO-1, and HOMO-2 at equilibrium geometry, visualized using

VMD [165]. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

to the N and O K-edges, the absorption at the C K-edge is considerably weaker, since
the three considered valence orbitals only have a small amplitude on the C atom (see
Fig. 3.1).

The three element-selective absorption spectra for an initial hole in HOMO [Figs. 3.2(a)-
3.2(c)] exhibit oscillations in energy, in particular for the C and N K-edge absorption
resonances during the first 50 fs. I attribute these oscillations to vibrations initi-
ated by ionization. Such oscillations are not visibly observed for deeper hole states
[Figs. 3.2(d)-3.2(i)], where nonadiabatic relaxation effects and higher vibrational en-
ergy lead to a rapid decay of vibrational coherence. Along the same line, one can
understand that the absorption resonances are considerably broader after initial ion-
ization in HOMO-1 or HOMO-2 as compared to initial ionization in HOMO. Moreover,
the spectra for the deeper hole states exhibit a blueshift of 1–2 eV at times ∼ 20 fs

that is not present in the spectrum following HOMO ionization.
To investigate the intensity variation in more detail, Fig. 3.3 shows the absorption

signal integrated over the energy range shown in Fig. 3.2. As seen for the initial
HOMO and HOMO-1 holes [Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)], the energy-integrated spectra
oscillate for the first 100 fs with a similar period as the oscillations seen in the energetic
peak positions at the C and N K-edges for an initial HOMO hole state [Figs. 3.2(a)
and 3.2(b)]. Apart from these oscillations, the energy-integrated spectra stay rather
constant. In contrast, the absorption intensity at the N K-edge following ionization of
HOMO-2 shows an overall increment in the first 100 fs, mirrored by a corresponding
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Figure 3.2: TRXAS (given by cross sections in a.u.) of urea af-
ter initial ionization of (a)-(c) HOMO, (d)-(f) HOMO-1, and (g)-(i)
HOMO-2 at the lowest (left) C, (middle) N, and (right) O K-edge

absorption resonances. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

decrement in the absorption intensity at the O K-edge [Fig. 3.3(c)]. For all three
cases, Fig. 3.3 indicates a strict anti-correlation between the temporal variations in
the absorption intensities at the N and O K-edges.
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Figure 3.3: Energy-integrated spectra of urea from Fig. 3.2 for the
C (scaled by 20), N, and O 1s pre-edge resonances following initial
ionization of (a) HOMO, (b) HOMO-1, and (c) HOMO-2. Figure

taken from Ref. [44].

The observed temporal changes in the TRXAS for initial holes in HOMO-1 and
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HOMO-2 can be partially attributed to the electronic relaxation dynamics due to
nonadiabatic effects. Figure 3.4 shows the population of the relevant electronic states
as a function of time. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4(a), the HOMO-1 valence hole
decays electronically on a timescale of ∼ 20 fs. The HOMO-2 hole state [Fig. 3.4(b)]
decays rapidly towards the HOMO-1 hole state, losing half of its population within
∼ 5 fs, followed by a further decay leading to an almost complete relaxation to the
HOMO-hole state by ∼ 100 fs. Since the HOMO-2 has dominant contributions on
the O atom whereas the HOMO-1 is rather concentrated on the two N atoms (see
Figs. 3.1(d) and 3.1(e)), the electronic relaxation step from the hole in HOMO-2 to
the hole in HOMO-1 is reflected by the rapid decay of the O absorption signal and
the corresponding increase in the N absorption signal [Fig. 3.3(c)]. Along with the
reported electronic relaxations, the binding energy of the valence hole decreases, and
therefore the energetic gap to the core shells increases. The observed increase in the
energetic position of the absorption resonances [Figs. 3.2(d)-3.2(i)] can thus be directly
linked to these electronic relaxations.
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Figure 3.4: Electronic state population over time for urea with an
initial hole in (a) HOMO-1 and (b) HOMO-2. Figure taken from

Ref. [44].

Identifying collective coordinates

Beyond interpreting the TRXAS via electronic relaxation processes, further insight
can be obtained by understanding the spectral variations also in terms of structural
changes. To that end, I inspected the correlation of a complete set of internal coor-
dinates with the three corresponding absorption intensities (note that the intensities
from the two N atoms are summed up). I restrict this analysis to the trajectories with
the initial hole in HOMO. However, the results can also be transferred to ionization
of deeper valence orbitals, since the electronic states decay rapidly into the ground
state of the cation. A similar analysis using the energetic positions of the absorption
resonances instead of their intensities was employed before in Ref. [41], demonstrating
how specific molecular vibrations can be linked to variations in the line positions. Fig-
ure 3.5(a) shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for the absorption intensities with
the 10 internal coordinates showing the largest (anti-)correlation. It can clearly be
seen that the interatomic distances C-O, N1-C, and N2-C, and the angle N1-C1-N2 are
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the internal coordinates that show the strongest correlation or anti-correlation with
the absorption intensities at the N and O K-edges. As already mentioned before (see
Fig. 3.3(a)), there is a strong anti-correlation between the N and O signal intensities,
which is reflected in the opposite sign of the correlation coefficients in Fig. 3.5(a). The
absorption intensity at the C K-edge is rather correlated with the hydrogen angles
C-N1-H1, C-N2-H4, and H1-N1-H2 as well as the interatomic distance C-O and the
angle N1-C-N2.

To obtain a consistent picture of the correlations between absorption intensities
and molecular vibrations, I conducted a statistical analysis using a machine learning
technique, namely partial least square regression (PLSR) [166], to find collective in-
ternal coordinates that maximize the covariance between the geometrical parameters
and the absorption intensities. This way the two collective internal coordinates were
identified that are shown in Fig. 3.5(b) and 3.5(c), one linked to the absorption in-
tensity at the N and O K-edges, and the other at the C K-edge. Accordingly, the
variation in the N and O absorption signals can be connected to a collective coor-
dinate predominantly consisting of C-O bond stretching and N1-C-N2 angle opening
that explains 77% of the variance in the absorption intensities (which is the R2 score).
Note that this motion represents only 10% of the total variation in the geometry,
which is mostly dominated by hydrogen vibrations that do not significantly affect the
intensities at the N and O K-edges. The impact of the obtained collective vibration
on the absorption can be rationalized by the mechanism that stretching of the C-O
bond causes the valence hole to be localized on the O atom. Hence, this leads to an
increase in the absorption signal at the O K-edge and a decrease at the N K-edge (see
Fig. 3.5(b)). Similarly, the variation in the C absorption signal can be attributed to
the collective motion illustrated in Fig. 3.5(c), which is mostly a correlated bending
in the NH2 groups and to a lower extent an elongation of the C-O bond. This coor-
dinate explains 30% of the variance in the absorption intensity and contributes 7% to
the total variation in the geometry. As can be seen in Fig. 3.5(c), this bending mo-
tion deforms the HOMO, slightly shifting its contribution towards the C atom. The
strong correlation of the respective time-dependent intensities with the two collective
coordinates are illustrated in Figs. 3.5(d) and 3.5(e), which compare the evolution of
the obtained coordinates with the change in their respective standardized absorption
intensities.
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(c) collective coordinate for the C signal

(d) N and O peaks, and their associated 

collective coordinate over time

(e) C peak and its associated collective 

coordinate over time

Figure 3.5: (a) Pearson correlation coefficients between internal co-
ordinates of urea and absorption intensities at the C, N, and OK-edges
for initial HOMO ionization. HOMO along the collective internal co-
ordinate motion attributed to the temporal intensity variations (b) in
the N and O peaks, and (c) in the C peak. Temporal evolution of the
collective coordinate along with the averaged standardized absorption
intensity for (d) the N and O peaks, and (e) the C peak. The shaded
areas indicate regions between percentiles (37.5%–67.5%, 25%–75%,
and 12.5%–87.5%) of the coordinate distributions. Figure taken from

Ref. [44].

3.3.2 Urea dimer

Having understood how TRXAS features link to the ionization-induced dynamics of
the urea monomer, I now turn to its dimer. Specifically, I address here a cyclic urea
dimer conformer, where the monomers exhibit two hydrogen bonds with each other
leading to a more stable structure than the alternative linear conformers [167]. Anal-
ogous to the monomer case, the binding energies of the orbitals up to HOMO-5 are
relatively close in energy [Fig. 3.6(a)]. The molecular geometry of the considered con-
former is depicted in Figs. 3.6(b)-3.6(g) together with the molecular orbitals HOMO
to HOMO-5.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Histogram of the calculated molecular orbital binding
energies for HOMO to HOMO-6 for the ground-state Wigner distribu-
tion of neutral urea dimer. (b)-(g) HOMO to HOMO-5 at equilibrium
geometry, visualized using VMD [165]. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

TRXAS

Figure 3.7 shows the time evolution of the x-ray absorption spectra for various valence
hole states in the ionized dimer. Here, I only show the TRXAS for an initial hole in
HOMO, HOMO-3, and HOMO-5 as exemplars. The spectra for HOMO-1, HOMO-
2, and HOMO-4 show similar features to the ones shown in Fig. 3.7. For all three
initial valence holes, a pronounced change in absorption intensity at the C K-edge
(see Figs. 3.7(a), 3.7(d), and 3.7(g)) is seen. In particular, the very weak absorption
signal becomes continuously stronger on a timescale of ∼ 100 fs. This increment is
accompanied by a blueshift in the energetic position of the absorption line. In the
absorption intensity at the O K-edge [Fig. 3.7(c)], there is a suppression of intensity
occurring for the initial HOMO hole at ∼ 50 fs. For an initial hole in HOMO, a
transient redshift in energy at ∼ 75 fs can be seen in the N absorption resonance
position [Fig. 3.7(b)], which is absent for the deeper hole states.

As can be seen from the monomer, the TRXAS for the initial holes in HOMO-3
and HOMO-5 [Figs. 3.7(d)-3.7(i)] show spectral shifts in the absorption energy for
all three edges at ∼ 20 fs and ∼ 40 fs for HOMO-3 and HOMO-5, respectively. For
the HOMO-5 hole, the spectral shift is accompanied by a decline in the O absorption
intensity [Fig. 3.7(i)].

The electronic state population dynamics for initial HOMO-3 and HOMO-5 holes
are shown in Fig. 3.8. As can be seen for the two initial hole states, the electronic
state rapidly relaxes to a state with a hole in HOMO-1 at ∼ 20 fs and ∼ 40 fs, respec-
tively. This is followed by a further decay to the HOMO hole state at ∼ 40 fs and
∼ 60 fs, respectively. These timescales confirm the assignment of the spectral shifts in
Figs. 3.7(d), 3.7(f), 3.7(g), and 3.7(i) to nonadiabatic relaxations. Around 100 fs after
ionization almost all of the excited electronic state population has eventually relaxed
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Figure 3.7: TRXAS (given by cross sections in a.u.) of urea dimer
after initial ionization of (a)-(c) HOMO, (d)-(f) HOMO-3, and (g)-
(i) HOMO-5 at the lowest (left) C, (middle) N, and (right) O K-edge

absorption resonances. Figure taken from Ref. [44].
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Figure 3.8: Electronic state population over time for urea dimer with
an initial hole in (a) HOMO-3 and (b) HOMO-5. Figure taken from

Ref. [44].
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Proton transfer reaction

Upon analyzing the trajectories, I noticed that some of them exhibit a proton transfer
reaction, where one of the protons forming a hydrogen bond moves towards the oxygen
partner of the other monomer. This reaction has been observed in simulations with
all the considered initial ionizations. However, the proton transfer only occurs after
relaxation to the HOMO ionized state. To quantify this process, I employed a criterion
for proton transfer to be defined by the distance between the oxygen on the acceptor
urea and the hydrogen from the donor being less than 1.25Å. Using this criterion, I
found that after ionization of HOMO 70% of the trajectories undergo proton transfer
on a timescale of ∼ 50 fs (estimated by fitting a sigmoid function to the number of
completed proton transfers over time). For initial ionization in HOMO-1, HOMO-2,
HOMO-3, HOMO-4, and HOMO-5, timescales of about 65 fs, 80 fs, 80 fs, 90 fs, and
95 fs are observed, and a relative proportion of the trajectories undergoing the transfer
of 60%, 53%, 54%, 55%, and 40%, respectively. I attribute this slightly delayed proton
transfer to initially deeper bound valence hole states to the additional time that is
needed to relax to the ground state where the proton transfer eventually occurs.

To investigate the effect of proton transfer on the spectra, I split the trajecto-
ries up into two subsets, one that undergoes proton transfer and another that does
not, based on the criterion stated above. The respective spectra for the two subsets
are shown in Fig. 3.9. Since the proton transfer occurs in the HOMO hole state, I
restricted this analysis to trajectories starting in this hole state. Both subsets show
very similar dynamical features for the N K-edge where a transient shift towards lower
energies is seen at ∼ 75 fs [Figs. 3.9(b) and 3.9(e)]. For absorption resonance at the C
and O K-edges, the two subsets exhibit distinct features for delay times larger than
50 fs. The trajectories undergoing proton transfer show a considerable blueshift in
energetic position at the C K-edge absorption resonance and a rise in intensity after
∼ 100 fs [Fig. 3.9(a)]. In contrast, only a relatively minute rise in intensity [Fig. 3.9(d)]
and no energetic shifts can be seen for the subset without proton transfer. Further-
more, for the subset with proton transfer, the absorption intensity at the O K-edge
declines at ∼ 50 fs [Fig. 3.9(c)], whereas for the subset without proton transfer, no
systematic change in intensity can be seen [Fig. 3.9(f)].

The reported changes in absorption intensities can be more clearly seen in the
energy-integrated spectra in Fig. 3.10 for the two cases with and without proton
transfer. The continuous rise in intensity at the C K-edge well beyond 100 fs and the
decrease in signal at the O K-edge up to ∼ 50 fs for trajectories with proton transfer
are clearly visible in Fig. 3.10(a). Moreover, for the trajectories with proton transfer,
one can see that for times less than 50 fs the decrease in the O intensity is mirrored by
an increase in the N intensity. For trajectories without proton transfer in Fig. 3.10(b),
the intensities exhibit oscillations but no clear increment or decrement. Similar to the
monomer case, a strong anti-correlation for the absorption at the O and N K-edges
is seen here, suggesting that the time variation can be linked to the same structural
dynamics.
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Figure 3.9: TRXAS (given by cross sections in a.u.) of urea dimer
after initial ionization of HOMO for trajectories (a)-(c) with and (d)-
(f) without proton transfer at (left) C, (middle) N, and (right) O K-

edge absorption resonances. Figure taken from Ref. [44].
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Figure 3.10: Energy-integrated spectra of urea dimer from Fig. 3.9
for the C (scaled by 20), N, and O 1s pre-edge resonances following
initial ionization in HOMO for trajectories (a) with and (b) without

proton transfer. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

To understand these intensity variations, Fig. 3.11 shows snapshots at selected
times for two representative trajectories, one with proton transfer [Figs. 3.11(a)-
3.11(d)] and another without [Figs. 3.11(e)-3.11(h)]. The HOMO orbital contain-
ing the electron hole is depicted in each of the snapshots. In both trajectories, the
initially delocalized valence hole localizes to one of the two ureas after ∼ 30 fs (see
Figs. 3.11(a), 3.11(b), 3.11(e), and 3.11(f)). The initial electron hole localization is
followed by a cleavage of one hydrogen bond and a contraction of the other hydro-
gen bond. The upper trajectory exhibits proton transfer leading to a protonated urea
cation (NH2)2COH+ and a deprotonated urea (NH2)(NH)CO [Fig. 3.11(c)]. After the
proton transfer, the dimer rearranges and a new hydrogen bond is formed between the
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O atoms of (NH2)2COH+ and (NH2)(NH)CO [Fig. 3.11(d)]. In contrast, in the trajec-
tory without proton transfer, the dimer remains bonded via one remaining hydrogen
bond between the N and O atoms [Fig. 3.11(h)]. In the corresponding snapshots in
Figs. 3.11(c) and 3.11(d), one can see that the proton transfer comes along with a
deformation of the HOMO orbital leading to larger and lower contributions on the N
and O atoms, respectively. From the inspection of these example trajectories, I thus
hypothesize that the observed decrease in O absorption intensity and the accompa-
nying increase of the N absorption intensity [Fig. 3.10(a)] can be attributed to this
reaction.

(a) t = 0 fs,

with proton transfer

(b) t = 42 fs,

with proton transfer

(c) t = 70 fs,

with proton transfer

(d) t = 190 fs,

with proton transfer

(e) t = 6 fs,

without proton transfer

(f) t = 30 fs,

without proton transfer

(g) t = 80 fs,

without proton transfer

(h) t = 150 fs,

without proton transfer

Figure 3.11: Hole orbital at selected times for two exemplarily tra-
jectories, (a)-(d) one with and (e)-(h) another without proton transfer
following initial HOMO ionization. The hole remains in HOMO (la-
belled by S=0) throughout the simulation. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

Identifying collective coordinates

To verify the interpretation of the intensity variations with the dynamical motifs of
the proton transfer reaction, I performed a PLSR analysis on the geometrical and
spectral variations of the dimer, similar to the monomer case. Due to the difficulties
in properly selecting a complete set of internal coordinates that also describe inter-
molecular motion such as the proton transfer, the analysis has been conducted using
Cartesian coordinates as opposed to the monomer where internal coordinates have
been used. Due to the symmetry, any of the two hydrogen bonds between the two
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ureas can exhibit proton transfer. To get a clearer picture, I selected trajectories
undergoing proton transfer only in one particular direction as input for the PLSR.
Because the intensity variation for the N and O signal occurs in the first 100 fs of the
simulation, I restricted the corresponding analysis to this time range. The collective
coordinate obtained for the N and O signals is shown in Fig. 3.12(a). As one can see,
the resulting coordinate describes the proton transfer and comes along with a shift in
the HOMO from the O towards the N atoms. This result confirms the interpretation
that the decrease in the absorption signal for O and the corresponding increase for N is
indeed a signature of the proton transfer. Figure 3.12(c) compares the time evolution
of this collective motion with the standardized N and O absorption intensity. As can
be seen, considerable variations in the intensity in the first 20 fs cannot be explained
with the depicted motion (the coordinate explains 24% of the variation in the N and
O peaks combined). This discrepancy indicates that the relation between geometri-
cal changes and absorption intensity cannot fully be explained by a one-dimensional
linear model. Nevertheless, on a longer timescale, the depicted coordinate and the
absorption intensity follow the same trend.

To also obtain an explanation for the increment in absorption signal at the C
K-edge seen at ∼ 100 fs [Fig. 3.9(a)], I performed a similar PLSR analysis on the
absorption intensities (again taking only trajectories with proton transfer in one di-
rection), but now with the full time range up to 300 fs. The collective coordinate
found is shown in Fig. 3.12(b) that is able to describe 45% of the variance in the
C absorption intensity. The coordinate depicts the rearrangement of the donor urea
after the proton transfer, where (NH2)(NH)CO rotates and forms a new hydrogen
bond with (NH2)2COH+ between the two O atoms. As can be seen, the formation of
the new hydrogen bond between the two O atoms results in an increase in the popula-
tion of the HOMO orbital on the C atom (also seen in Figs. 3.11(c) and 3.11(d)) and
thus explaining the increase of absorption intensity at the C K-edge. The evolution
of the identified coordinate together with the averaged variation in the standardized
C absorption intensity is shown in Fig. 3.12(d). As can be seen, the evolution of
this coordinate follows roughly the intensity rise in the C resonance. However, in the
range below 100 fs the rise in intensity does not follow the evolution of the collective
coordinate. A further analysis focusing on the time-range up to 100 fs (see Fig. 3.13)
reveals that this rise can be associated with a proton transfer motion similar to the
one depicted in Fig. 3.12(a).

To sum up, I observed that the localization of the electron hole to one of the
ureas causes a redistribution of the charge in the dimer and alters the partial charge
distribution between the hydrogen bond partners. This leads to a repulsion along
one of the hydrogen bonds and to attraction along the other hydrogen bond. After
the proton has been transferred to the acceptor molecule, the latter is now positively
charged and attracts the partially negative O atom of the now neutral deprotonated
urea. This causes the formation of a new hydrogen bond between the O of the donor
with the donated proton on the acceptor side. The proton transfer as well as the
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(a) collective coordinate for the N and O signals

(b) collective coordinate for the C signal

(c) N and O peaks, and their associated 

collective coordinate over time

(d) C peak and its associated collective 

coordinate over time
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Figure 3.12: HOMO along the collective coordinate motion that ex-
plains the intensity variations (a) in the N and O peaks, and (b) in the
C peak for the dimer. Temporal evolution of the collective coordinate
along with the averaged standardized absorption intensity for (c) the
N and O peaks, and (d) the C peak. The shaded areas indicate regions
between percentiles (37.5% - 67.5%, 25% - 75%, and 12.5% - 87.5%)

of the coordinate distribution. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

subsequent rearrangement of the resulting conformer leave distinct fingerprints as
intensity variations in the TRXAS.

Regarding the proton transfer, note that an analogous sequence of events was
described before in a study of liquid water, where the localization of a valence hole
triggered a proton transfer and thus a separation of charge and spin [168]. In this
context, an x-ray absorption energy shift for the donor during proton transfer was re-
ported [35], similar to what has been observed here as the transient redshift at ∼ 75 fs

in the energetic position of the N resonance [Figs. 3.9(b) and 3.9(e)]. To further in-
vestigate this transient shift, I performed a similar PLSR analysis as for the N and
O absorption intensities, but now for the energetic position of the N absorption reso-
nance using all trajectories, with and without proton transfer, taking the first 100 fs.
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(a) collective coordinate for the C signal
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Figure 3.13: (a) HOMO along the collective coordinate motion that
explains the intensity variations in the C peak for the first 100 fs of
the dimer. (b) Temporal evolution of the collective coordinate along
with the averaged standardized absorption intensity for the C peak.
The shaded areas indicate regions between percentiles (37.5% - 67.5%,
25% - 75%, and 12.5% - 87.5%) of the coordinate distribution. Figure

taken from Ref. [44].

The results confirm that this transient energy shift can be attributed to the motion
of attempted proton transfer which all trajectories undergo (see Fig. 3.14). More
specifically, this is the breaking of one hydrogen bond and contraction of the other.
The analogies to the case with liquid water lead us to speculate that the discussed
trends in the TRXAS are transferable to other situations where a proton transfer
takes place. Notably, further analysis (not shown) reveals that these attempted pro-
ton transfer dynamics can also partially account for the discrepancy in the first 20 fs

in Fig. 3.12(c).

3.4 Summary

To summarize, I performed on-the-fly ab initio nonadiabatic dynamics upon HOMO
and deeper valence ionization of urea and its dimer, and have calculated the TRXAS
at the C, N, and OK-edges. Nuclear, as well as electronic dynamics, are clearly visible
as distinct spectroscopic signatures in the TRXAS. After ionization in deeper valence
orbitals, time-dependent blueshifts in the absorption energy are observed, indicating
electronic relaxation via nonadiabatic transitions to the electronic ground state of the
cation. This occurs on a timescale of a few tens of femtoseconds in both urea and its
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(a) collective coordinate for the N absorption
energy
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Figure 3.14: (a) Collective coordinate motion that explains the ab-
sorption energy variations in the N peak. (b) Temporal evolution of
the collective coordinate along with the averaged standardized absorp-
tion energy for the N peak. The shaded areas indicate regions between
percentiles (37.5% - 67.5%, 25% - 75%, and 12.5% - 87.5%) of the co-

ordinate distribution. Figure taken from Ref. [44].

dimer. Creating an initial hole in HOMO for urea leads to some noticeable variations in
the intensity of the spectra that I associate with specific molecular vibrations through
PLSR analysis. For the urea dimer, a proton transfer reaction occurs between the two
ureas following HOMO ionization at around 50 fs for about 70% of the trajectories.
This reaction leaves fingerprints in the TRXAS which can be attributed to the proton
transfer itself at the N and O K-edges and a subsequent rearrangement of the dimer
structure C K-edge, both elucidated through PLSR analysis again.
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Chapter 4

Tracing ultrafast proton transfer
dynamics in ionized aqueous urea

This chapter is based on the following manuscript with some changes and restructuring
to fit the thesis structure:

• Zhong Yin∗, Yi–Ping Chang∗, Tadas Balčiūnas∗, Yashoj Shakya∗, Aleksa Djorović,
Geoffrey Gaulier, Giuseppe Fazio, Robin Santra, Ludger Inhester, Jean-Pierre
Wolf, and Hans Jakob Wörner, "Femtosecond proton transfer in urea solutions
probed by X-ray spectroscopy", Nature (2023). https://doi.org/10.1038/

s41586-023-06182-6

∗ Equal contribution
In this joint theoretical and experimental work, I performed the theoretical com-

putations (except those shown in Table 4.1) and analysed the simulated data under
the supervision of Ludger Inhester and Robin Santra. In particular, I ran neutral MD
simulations of aqueous urea solution using the publicly available software GROMACS,
and I performed ionized state QM/MM simulations and the XAS spectra calculations
using the in-house developed CDTK and XMOLECULE codes, where I extended
CDTK to generate TRXAS spectra for any general molecule with MM point charges
using absorption cross sections from XMOLECULE. I also conducted the analysis of
the data including analysing proton transfer reaction and the geometric structures of
urea dimers. Our experimental collaborators Zhong Yin, Yi–Ping Chang, and Tadas
Balčiūnas performed the experiments and analysed the experimental data. I con-
tributed to writing the manuscript together with all the other co-authors. Note that
this work extends the urea in vacuum simulations from Chapter 3 to deal with ionized
aqueous urea solution.

4.1 Introduction

Urea and its photoinduced reactions are a cornerstone in current theories on the origin
of life. Its serendipitous synthesis from inorganic compounds by Wöhler in 1828 [152]
shattered the long-held dogma that organic molecules could only originate from living
matter and initiated the search for the molecular history of life. In their seminal 1959

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-023-06182-6
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-023-06182-6
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spark-discharge experiments mimicking the prebiotic conditions on earth, Miller and
Urey showed that urea was indeed formed in large quantities from gases present in
the primordial atmosphere [169]. Oró and Kimball later demonstrated how urea and
the related molecule guanidine can be efficiently synthesized under plausible prebiotic
conditions [170]. Combined with its outstanding stability against radiation damage
and radiation-induced chemistry [171], it is therefore very likely that urea was available
in large quantities at the origin of life on earth.

Moreover, urea has been demonstrated to be a possible nucleoside precursor [172].
When exposed to ionizing radiation, urea forms malonic acid [171], which has been
shown to further react with urea to yield several nucleobases [172]. This reactive
pathway is favored under high concentrations of urea, which are likely to have existed
under prebiotic conditions. Urea forms dimers, held together by hydrogen bonds that
are equivalent to those found in Wobble base pairs, responsible for the secondary
structure of ribonucleic acid (RNA) and the proper translation of the genetic code.
Poly-urea RNA, also referred to as "Wöhler-RNA" [173], is, therefore, itself a promis-
ing candidate for understanding the molecular evolution that has led to the commonly
accepted RNA world [174]. Extensive experimental evidence underscores the central
role that urea may have played in the early molecular evolution [175].

The urea dimer thus offers itself as an intriguing system for understanding the
ultrafast chemistry at the origin of life. The absence of a dense atmosphere in pre-
biotic Earth indicates the presence of intense ionizing radiation, which implies the
significance of ionization-induced chemistry [176, 177]. Additionally, the urea dimer
is also an excellent model system for studying proton transfer across hydrogen bonds,
which is an important source of mutations, in both RNA and DNA [178].

In addition to its potential relevance for the origin of life, urea plays an important
role as an osmolyte in living cells [179, 180]. At high concentrations, urea mediates
protein denaturation [181–183]. Whether this denaturation effect bases on a urea-
mediated change of the water hydrogen-bond structure or on a direct interaction of
urea molecules with the protein has been debated for decades (see Refs. [184–186] and
references therein). Previous works characterizing aqueous urea solutions indicate
that at high concentrations urea molecules partially self-associate and form transient
hydrogen-bonded oligomers [187–191].

Given the wide significance of urea, its dimer and photoinduced proton transfer
dynamics, this system offers an ideal test bed for the application of femtosecond soft-
X-ray-absorption spectroscopy of liquids [28]. The recent development of table-top
soft-X-ray spectroscopy [23, 24, 192] has indeed opened new avenues for investigat-
ing electronic and structural dynamics in molecular systems with site specificity [27]
and ultimate time resolution [29]. This method has so far mainly been applied to
gas-phase studies, thus excluding the relaxation pathways arising from coupling to
an environment. In the liquid phase intermolecular interactions can be studied as
well, including solute-solvent interactions as well as bimolecular interactions [28, 45].
Here, we investigate femtosecond proton transfer in ionized urea dimers. We employ
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element-specific soft-X-ray transient-absorption spectroscopy to investigate dynam-
ics in ionized, highly-concentrated urea solutions, relevant to prebiotic conditions on
earth.

In addition to following the proton transfer in real-time, we show through direct
comparison with quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations,
that the underlying electronic and nuclear dynamics can be distinguished. Specifically,
the X-ray absorption strength at the carbon K-edge traces the gradual appearance
of a valence hole at the carbon atom with atomic resolution. The transfer of the
charged proton, in contrast, is visualized by an energy shift of the X-ray absorption
resonance, which occurs on a different time scale. This separation of electronic and
structural dynamics is a unique feature of transient XAS that sets it apart from other
techniques, such as elastic X-ray or electron diffraction. Our work thereby establishes
XAS as a promising method for elucidating the broad class of nonadiabatic ultrafast
dynamics in solution-phase chemistry.

4.2 Experimental setup and static spectra

Figure 4.1: Overview of the experimental setup and the pumped and
unpumped spectra: (A) Schematic depiction of the experimental setup.
(B) Schematic molecular-orbital diagram illustrating ionization by a
pump pulse, followed by probing the system with an SXR pulse. (C)
XAS spectrum of 10M urea solution covering the carbon and nitrogen
K-edges with and without pump, and the accumulated ∆OD signal.

Figure taken from Ref. [193].

First, starting with a description of the experimental setup from our collaborators
to perform transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements on 5 M and
10 M aqueous urea solution, Figure 4.1 illustrates the experimental scheme, where a
broadband soft X-ray (SXR) probe pulse covering the carbon and nitrogen K-edges is
focused on a sub-micron-thin liquid flat-sheet sample [194]. The SXR pulse is obtained
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by high-harmonic generation of a (sub)-two-cycle mid-infrared laser pulse, obtained by
filamentation pulse compression [195]. The transmitted light is recorded with a soft-X-
ray spectrometer utilizing a variable-line-spacing grating and a charge-coupled-device
(CCD) X-ray camera (see Appendix A and Ref. [28] for more details). A 400-nm
pulse, with a duration of ∼30 fs serves as the pump pulse, inducing multi-photon
ionization in the liquid sample.

Figure 4.1C shows the measured static X-ray absorption spectrum of a 10 M aque-
ous urea solution at the carbon and nitrogen K-edge (blue) as well as the time-averaged
transient absorption of the ionized sample (orange). The difference spectrum (∆OD)
is shown in magenta. The shaded areas highlight the near-edge X-ray-absorption fine-
structure (NEXAFS) region of the spectra around the carbon and nitrogen edges.
The carbon K-edge absorption exhibits a strong and narrow pre-edge feature around
290 eV followed by a shoulder and a broader peak around 300 eV corresponding to the
C1s→ π∗ and C1s→ σ∗ transitions of urea, respectively, in agreement with previous
studies [45, 196, 197]. At the nitrogen edge, a shoulder is visible at around 400 eV
followed by a broad peak of increased absorption. At the carbon edge, the signal of
the photoionized sample follows the same trend as the unpumped sample, with inten-
sity differences below and above the edge. At the nitrogen edge, the ∆OD spectrum
exhibits an increased absorption below the pre-edge. All pre-edge absorption features
originate from allowed transitions into valence vacancies created by the pump pulse.
The experimental spectra have been calibrated by aligning the experimental nitrogen
pre-edge peak to previous synchrotron data [197].

4.3 Theoretical Computation Details

Now, this section provides details on the simulations performed to match the experi-
mental setup.

4.3.1 Initial MD setup

The dynamics of ionized urea molecules in an aqueous solution were investigated based
on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using the hybrid quantum-mechanics/molecular-
mechanics (QM/MM) approach. To sample the possible configuration structures in
the liquid phase, I first performed force-field MD calculations for a 10 M and a 5 M

aqueous urea solution using Gromacs (version 2018.8) [198] employing the GROMOS
54A7 force field [199]. The urea force field is based on Ref. [200] and the SPC/E wa-
ter model [201] was employed. The setup is similar to the calculations in Ref. [202].
For the 10 M urea aqueous solution, a cubic box with volume (3 nm)3 was filled with
146 urea molecules using the insert-molecules routine from Gromacs. The remaining
space was then solvated with 439 water molecules. For the 5 M urea aqueous solution,
the same box size was used, but 81 urea molecules and 622 water molecules. The
MD simulations were performed at a temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 1 bar
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using periodic boundary conditions. In particular, I employed the Particle-Mesh-
Ewald method (rcutoff = 1 nm, Fourier spacing = 0.12 nm), Parinello-Rahman pres-
sure coupling (τp = 1 ps), velocity-rescale temperature coupling (τ = 0.1 ps) [203],
and a time-step of 0.5 fs. After 50 ps of NVT-ensemble equilibration, followed by
50 ps of NpT-ensemble equilibration, a 1000 ps production run (NpT-ensemble) was
performed. The actual final concentrations were 10.2 M and 5.5 M. For simplicity,
the two simulation setups are simply referred to as 10 M and 5 M in the text. If not
stated otherwise, all the data is shown for the 10 M calculation.

From different snapshots of the 10 M simulation, I selected 149 clusters contain-
ing a hydrogen-bonded urea dimer and 150 clusters containing a urea molecule with
a hydrogen-bonded water molecule. These clusters were considered as the QM re-
gion in the following simulations, while the rest of the molecules in the simulation
box were part of MM and hence treated using classical force fields. For the selection
of these clusters, I employed a geometric hydrogen bond criterion (donor-acceptor
distance ≤3 Åand hydrogen-donor-acceptor angle ≤20◦). For each of these QM re-
gions, the QM/MM setup was further equilibrated by a 2 ps QM/MM simulation
performed with Gromacs (version 4.5.5) [204] with the same MD parameters as for
the initial setup using the ONIOM embedding scheme [116]. In these calculations,
the respective QM region was described using restricted Hartree-Fock (HF) employ-
ing the 6-31+G(d) [157–159] basis set. The QM calculations were performed using
the XMOLECULE package (rev. 3847) [154, 155] with a modification of the gromacs
QM-interface code; for the evaluation of electron integrals the libcint library [205] was
employed.

4.3.2 Ionized State Simulation

Based on these samples obtained from MD, I performed simulations with an ionized
QM region. In particular, an electron was removed either from the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) or the deeper valence HOMO-3 orbital. These simulations
were also performed using the ONIOM embedding scheme and the same force fields
for water and urea as used for the MM simulations discussed above. The QM/MM
simulations were propagated in an NVE-ensemble setup for 1 ps with a time-step of
0.5 fs and no periodic boundary conditions (the QM region was shifted to the center of
the simulation box). The calculations were performed using a similar methodology as
earlier work from Chapter 3 on urea monomer and dimer in vacuum [44] using Tully’s
fewest switching surface-hopping scheme [66] to handle nonadiabatic dynamics. The
electronic structure calculations were again performed at the HF level with the 6-
31+G(d) basis set using XMOLECULE. Koopmans’ theorem was used to describe the
ionized QM region, which has shown to be reasonably accurate and computationally
efficient at describing valence ionized states [35, 40, 44].
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Molecule Basis Set C1s Ionization Potential from
Orbital Energy (eV) ∆SCF (eV) Difference (eV)

urea 6-31+G(d) 309.90 298.15 11.75
6-311++G(d,p) 310.04 296.63 13.31

urea + 3 water 6-31+G(d) 310.20 298.27 11.94
6-311++G(d,p) 310.06 296.60 13.47

Table 4.1: Calculated C1s ionization potentials for exemplary con-
formation from the MD simulations (urea and urea with 3 neighboring
water molecules). In the calculation, the remaining environment was

embedded via point charges.

4.3.3 Theoretical TRXAS calculation

To compute the time-resolved X-ray absorption spectra (TRXAS), I calculated the
absorption cross section for the core to valence hole transition at each time-step and
for each ionized state trajectory using Eq. (3.1) as described before in Chapter 3 and
Refs. [35, 40, 44]. The quantities in Eq. (3.1) are given in atomic units (at.u.). To
take into account the effect of the MM environment in the cross section calculations,
the transition dipoles and orbital energies employed in Eq. (3.1) were calculated by
incorporating the MM environment via point charges defined in the force field. For
the function δ(εf − εi − ω) I used a finite-width line profile given by a Lorentzian
function with a width of 0.5 eV to take into account the natural line width of the
core-ionized state and the finite detector resolution in the experiment. The calculated
absorption spectra were averaged over all ionized state trajectories for each time-step.
In addition, I performed a convolution in time with a Gaussian function with a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 10 fs to account for the finite time resolution in
the experiment.

The absorption resonance energetic positions here were calculated by the orbital
energy difference εf − εi. Notably, the resulting energies differed by several eVs when
compared to realistic values which were mostly because of orbital relaxation effects
following core shell ionization not being taken into consideration in the orbital en-
ergy differences. Thus, I down-shifted the calculated absorption spectra by 15.7 eV

to correct this effect. This shift was estimated from the difference between the cal-
culated orbital binding energies (310.21 eV) and the corrected experimental carbon
K-edge ionization potentials (294.51 eV) [206]. The experimental C1s ionization of
urea in an aqueous solution was determined before by Ottosson et al. as 294.0 eV. In
their measurement they used the 1b1 binding energy in liquid water as reference [207]
employing a value of 11.16 eV. Recent measurements revealed, however, a somewhat
higher value of 11.67 eV for this binding energy [208]. Therefore, the C1s ionization
potential was corrected to 294.51 eV.

The shift of 15.7 eV is qualitatively confirmed by ∆SCF calculations that take
into account the relaxation effect upon core ionization. For an exemplary structural
configuration taken from the MD simulation (urea and urea with 3 neighboring water
molecules) Table 4.1 compares computed C1s ionization potentials. As can be seen,
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the ∆SCF method yields ionization potentials that are 12–13eV lower. Furthermore,
there is a clear trend that a larger basis set (6-311++G(d,p) vs. 6-31+G(d)) and the
incorporation of environmental water molecules yields considerably lower ionization
potentials.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Urea aggregation

Urea in high concentration aqueous solutions forms clusters linked by hydrogen bonds
to other urea. To quantify this, Fig. 4.2 illustrates the aggregation pattern of urea
molecules in these solutions. From snapshots of the MD simulation, I calculated the
concentration of different urea aggregates linked via hydrogen bonds. The concen-
tration of monomers, dimers, and larger oligomers is shown in Fig. 4.2A for the two
considered concentrations, namely 10 M and 5 M. As can be seen, for both urea con-
centrations the contributions of oligomers decrease with size. This finding is similar
to the results obtained in Ref. [191]. Comparing the two urea concentrations, one
can see that oligomers larger than dimers are almost negligible at 5 M. Moreover, the
dimer concentration is almost twice for 10 M compared to 5 M solution.
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Figure 4.2: (A) Concentration of urea monomers/ hydrogen-bonded
oligomers as a function of size for 10 M and 5 M aqueous urea solutions.
The results are obtained from MD simulations. (B) Dimerization con-
stant K at different concentrations from the calculations (at 300 K)
and from Ref. [209] (at 298 K). (C) The ratio of urea oligomers to
monomers for 5 M and 10 M aqueous urea solutions. Figure taken

from Ref. [193].

To confirm the validity of our MD simulations, I calculated the equilibrium dimer-
ization constant K = cd/c

2
m where cd and cm are the concentration for dimer and

monomer, respectively. The calculated values (K = 0.056 M−1 and K = 0.053 M−1

for 5 M and 10 M respectively) are compared in Fig. 4.2B with experimental data from
Ref. [209] at T = 298 K. As can be seen, there is a good agreement with these values.
The ratio of urea oligomers vs. monomers is shown in Fig. 4.2C. As can be seen,
this ratio is roughly twice as large for 10 M compared to 5 M, indicating a drastic
difference between the two urea concentrations. Note that the contrast between 10 M
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and 5 M is much more pronounced in Fig. 4.2C than in Fig. 4.2A (oligomer concentra-
tions) because an oligomer of size n contains n hydrogen-bonded molecules and thus
contributes n times to the oligomer vs. monomer ratio.

4.4.2 Molecular-orbital binding energies and deeper-valence hole state
dynamics
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of the calculated molecular-orbital binding
energies from HOMO to HOMO-6 for the initial QM/MM ensemble
of the neutral QM urea dimer in 10 M aqueous solution. Figure taken

from Ref. [193].

Now looking in particular at the neutral urea dimer samples in the 10 M aqueous
solution, Fig. 4.3 shows the binding-energy distribution for molecular orbitals from
HOMO to HOMO-6. This result is similar to the binding-energy distribution for a
cyclic dimer in vacuum from Chapter 3 [44] with HOMO to HOMO-5 lying close
to each other in energy within about 3 eV. Thanks to the computational efficiency
of Koopmans’ theorem approach, our computational model can also address valence
holes in orbitals that are more strongly bound than HOMO. Due to the proximity
in binding energies, ionizing deeper-valence orbitals down to HOMO-5 would lead to
rapid decay within the first tens of femtoseconds to the ground state of the ionized
system, i.e., into the state with a valence hole in HOMO, which is again similar
to the gas phase case from the previous chapter. As a representative example, I
show here the hole population dynamics for an initial valence hole in HOMO-3. The
corresponding evolution of populations in the different ionized states (valence hole in
HOMO-3, HOMO-2, HOMO-1, and HOMO) are shown in Fig. 4.4. As can be seen,
the population of the HOMO-3 hole state decays to almost zero in less than 50 fs. The
population of the HOMO hole state reaches almost one at about 100 fs.

4.4.3 Transient XAS

Figure 4.5 shows the time-resolved ∆OD spectra of aqueous urea solutions with 10M
and 5M concentrations, respectively, recorded over a 2 ps time window. At both
concentrations, the dominant features are a sharp depletion at 290 eV, corresponding
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to the C 1s→ π∗ transition of the neutral urea molecule, a peak at 289 eV, assigned
to the corresponding transition of the urea cation, and a broader, gradually increas-
ing absorption feature extending from 285 eV to 289 eV. This region is assigned to
vacancies created by outer-valence ionization of urea molecules.

The main difference between the results obtained with 5M and 10M solutions is the
appearance of an additional absorption band on top of the broad absorption feature
in the latter data, that appears in the range 286.5-287 eV, gradually shifts to 287.5
eV, and simultaneously increases in intensity. This band is highlighted with an arrow
in Fig. 4.5B. A similar feature is not observed at 5M (or lower) concentrations, as seen
in panel D. The exclusive observation of this feature at high concentrations suggests
that it is a feature associated with urea molecules linked via hydrogen bonds to other
urea molecules. The abundance of urea-urea hydrogen bonds was already discussed
in Sec. 4.4.1 based on MD simulations (see Fig. 4.2C).

This feature can be identified by comparison with detailed QM/MM calculations
in 10M aqueous urea solution. After ionization, we observe that a fraction of the
trajectories that employ a urea dimer as the QM region undergo a proton transfer
(PT) reaction (about 7% after ionization out of the HOMO, and about 17% after
HOMO-3 ionization; see Sec. 4.4.5 below for how this is quantified). This proton
transfer reaction resembles the one that was previously studied for a urea dimer in
vacuum [44]. We note that the simulations most likely underestimate the amount
of proton transfer reactions for reasons discussed below. For the dimer trajectories
that undergo proton transfer following HOMO ionization, the resulting time-resolved
XAS spectra in the region 286–290 eV (i.e., the region highlighted in panel A–D by
dashed lines) are shown in Figs. 4.5E and 4.5F. The calculated spectra clearly display
the distinctive time-dependent feature observed in panel B, i.e., both the increase of
intensity and the energy shift of the absorption resonance are well reproduced.

We note, however, that the calculated resonance C1s→ HOMO peak is 3.2 eV

lower than the resonance position in the experimental absorption spectra. This offset
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Figure 4.5: Overview of experimental and theoretical results. Panels
(A-D) represent the transient carbon K-edge XAS results of 10M or
5M urea solutions, whereas panels (E-H) provide a direct comparison
with the QM/MM calculations after HOMO ionization (showing cross
sections in at.u.). The 10M concentrated urea solution (A, B) reveals
the signature of proton transfer in the urea dimer, which is comparable
with the QM/MM calculations with urea dimer as QM region following
HOMO ionization shown in (E, F). At the lower 5M concentration (C,
D) proton transfer is not observed, which is supported by the lack
of proton transfer in QM/MM calculations of ionized urea monomers

embedded in water (G, H). Figure taken from Ref. [193].
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is explained by the large effect of the aqueous environment on the valence ionization
potential. By subtracting the known C1s ionization potential of aqueous urea [206]
(about 294.51 eV, see correction in Sec. 4.3.3) from the here measured C 1s→ valence
resonance energy of 287.6 eV, we estimate a valence ionization energy of about 6.9 eV,
which is about 3.4 eV lower than the ionization energy of urea in the gas phase of
about 10.28 eV [164]. This large effect of the aqueous environment is not captured in
the calculations and is thus responsible for the too low absorption resonance energy.

The transient XAS from trajectories that consider a monomer with a hydrogen-
bonded water molecule in the QM region is shown in Figs. 4.5G and 4.5H. In contrast
to the dimer simulations, the XAS from monomer with water simulations only displays
a weak and nearly time-independent absorption feature, showing that ionized urea in
water remains stable and only undergoes small-amplitude vibrational motion on the
simulated time scales. Similarly, the transient XAS of ionized urea dimers that do
not undergo proton transfer (shown in Fig. 4.6C) show only minor time-dependent
changes. These comparisons therefore clearly establish proton transfer in the ionized
urea dimer as the origin of the time-dependent spectral feature highlighted with an
arrow in Fig. 4.5B.

For completeness, Fig. 4.6 shows the calculated TRXAS spectra at both carbon
and nitrogen K-edges for QM urea dimer with and without PT, and for QM urea
monomer with a hydrogen-bonded water molecule in 10 M aqueous urea solutions.
Figures 4.6A and 4.6E show the same data as shown in Figs. 4.5E and 4.5G, respec-
tively. For the TRXAS at the nitrogen 1s→valence resonance transition (Figs. 4.6B,
4.6D, and 4.6F), no strong temporal changes are observed as opposed to the carbon
K-edge. Only for the trajectories with PT (Fig. 4.6B), a small transient redshift at
' 100 fs in the resonance position around 398 eV can be seen. Hence, we focus on
analysing carbon K-edge spectra in the following sections.

4.4.4 Analysing spectral features

Additional insight into the carbon K-edge spectral feature from Fig. 4.5A can be
obtained through a detailed analysis of the experimental and theoretical results. Fig-
ure 4.7A shows a magnified version of the experimental XAS spectra in the region
of the proton-transfer band from Fig. 4.5A. This data is well represented by three
Gaussian bands with time-dependent intensities shown in panel B. The band centered
at 286.7 eV decays first, followed by the band centered at 287.3 eV, after which the
band centered at 287.6 eV rises.

These observations are well explained by the calculations, which provide ad-
ditional insights through the contributions from deeper-valence orbital ionization.
Whereas such effects have previously been observed in gas-phase attosecond transient-
absorption spectroscopy [29], corresponding evidence in the liquid phase has so far re-
mained elusive. Figure 4.7C shows QM/MM calculations of the proton-transfer band
of urea dimers following HOMO ionization. This gives rise to the transient spectra
previously discussed in the context of Fig. 4.5. The detailed comparison reveals a good
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Figure 4.6: Calculated TRXAS (given by cross sections in at.u.) for
10 M aqueous urea from QM/MM trajectories following HOMO ion-
ization for the 1s→valence resonance absorption transition from the
carbon (A, C, E) and nitrogen (B, D, F) core levels. The panels show
the calculated TRXAS from trajectories with PT (A and B) and with-
out PT (C and D). Panel E and F show the TRXAS from calculations
that involve a urea molecule and an adjacent water molecule in the

QM region. Figure taken from Ref. [193].
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Figure 4.7: Detailed analysis of the proton-transfer band in the tran-
sient XAS of 10M aqueous urea solution for (A, B) experimental data
and (C-F) QM/MM calculations. The proton-transfer bands from (A)
the experiment and calculations for ionization of (C) HOMO and (E)
HOMO-3 are analyzed by fitting three Gaussians corresponding to the
two pre- and one post-proton-transfer band positions as shown inside
the figures. Their corresponding amplitude coefficients are shown in

(B, D, F). Figure taken from Ref. [193].

agreement with the experimental data overall, but the calculated spectrum consists of
a single absorption band at early times, rather than two bands as in the experimental
data. This prompted us to study the dynamics following ionization from lower-lying
orbitals.

As already seen in Sec. 4.4.2, urea dimer possesses a total of six closely spaced
molecular orbitals, all lying within a range of ∼2 eV (see Fig. 4.3). Ionization from
any of these 6 orbitals is followed by nonadiabatic internal conversion to the electronic
ground state of the solvated ionized urea dimer (i.e., with a hole in the HOMO) on
time scales of .50 fs (see Fig. 4.4 for an example with HOMO-3 ionization). As
a representative case, we show the TRXAS following ionization from HOMO-3 in
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Fig. 4.7E for the QM dimer trajectories that undergo proton transfer. Band i in
Fig.4.7F represents the absorption of the electronically excited state of the urea-dimer
cation, which decays with a characteristic time of (30 ± 1) fs. These results show that
ionization from the lower-lying orbital HOMO-3 gives rise to the appearance of a
lower-lying pre-edge absorption feature, which decays more rapidly compared to the
case of HOMO ionization, but leads to otherwise very similar signatures of the proton-
transfer dynamics. The band i in the measured data in Fig.4.7B rapidly decays within
(110 ± 15) fs, which is consistent with the calculations.

The experimentally measured band ii (panel B) with a decay time of (290 ± 22) fs
is thus assigned to the calculated bands ii with decay times of (114 ± 2) fs and (143
± 1) fs for the HOMO and HOMO-3 ionized dimers, respectively (panels D and F).
The (591 ± 128) fs rise time of band iii observed in the experiment is slower than in
the calculations: 141 and (180 ± 2) fs, respectively. We attribute this longer rise time
in the experimental data to the variation of conformations in the urea solution and
to the contribution of diffusion-controlled proton transfers at later times that are not
entirely covered by the simulations.

We indeed find that whether a urea dimer undergoes proton transfer within the
1 ps simulation time strongly depends on its initial structure, as discussed below in
Sec. 4.4.7. Specifically, we observe a strong propensity for proton transfer if the two
urea molecules are linked via the hydrogen atom that lies closest to the oxygen atom
(Hproximal). This type of hydrogen bond enables the formation of a double-bonded
dimer structure that is also the energetically most favorable conformer in vacuum,
the so-called cyclic dimer [167]. In contrast, for urea dimers linked via the hydrogen
bonds opposite to the oxygen atom (Hdistal), proton transfer is almost absent. Our
results, therefore, suggest that proton transfer occurs after the ionized urea molecule
has found a matching proton transfer partner in the proper orientation (again see
discussion later in Sec. 4.4.7). Such a diffusion-controlled process is only partially
covered in our simulation, since, in order to describe the proton transfer, we have to
pick the corresponding partner at the beginning of the simulation and include it in
the QM region. By offering only a single urea molecule as a potential proton-transfer
partner, namely one that is initially hydrogen-bonded to the ionized molecule in the
QM dimer case, we artificially suppress the number of proton transfers, particularly
at later times. We, therefore, think that these effects are also largely responsible for
the faster rise time in the simulated XAS compared to the experiment.

4.4.5 Quantifying proton transfer

Here, I analyzed the temporal progress of PT by calculating the fraction of simulated
trajectories in which PT has occurred as a function of time. For this analysis, I con-
sider a PT to have occurred when the distance between the donor-urea hydrogen and
the acceptor-urea oxygen is less than 1.25 Å. The percentage of PT as a function
of time is shown in Fig. 4.8 for different cases. Figures 4.8A and 4.8B show the
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PT following HOMO and HOMO-3 ionization, respectively. Following HOMO ioniza-
tion, about 7% of trajectories undergo PT. Most of the PT dynamics are completed
before 400 fs. For HOMO-3 ionization, about 17% undergo PT. The PT dynamics
continue up to 1 ps, with most of the PT occurring around 200 fs. The observation
that HOMO-3 ionization results in more PT can be explained by the fact that after
internal conversion, the ionized molecule has a larger vibrational energy that facili-
tates overcoming the PT barrier. As discussed earlier, our QM/MM simulations most
likely underestimate the actual amount of PT, particularly at longer timescales, as
there is only one other urea molecule in the QM region that can accept a proton for
the QM dimer situation. In addition, we think that the transfer barriers provided by
our electronic structure model are likely overestimated [210].
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of completed PT between urea dimer follow-
ing ionization of (A) HOMO, (B) HOMO-3 and (C) HOMO without
MM environment in a 10 M aqueous urea solution, and (D) HOMO
ionization of gas phase cyclic dimer in vacuum from Ref. [44] (please

note the different time scale here). Figure taken from Ref. [193].

Figure 4.8C shows an artificial scenario where the MM part has been removed
from the ionized dynamics simulation. This setup allows us to highlight the effect of
the MM environment. As can be seen from the figure, the ratio of PT trajectories
keeps increasing up to 1 ps. About 25% of the trajectories undergo PT within 1 ps.
This is clearly different from the results shown in Fig. 4.8A which includes the MM
environment. This observation can be explained by the fact that suddenly removing
the MM environment leads to a large instantaneous vibrational energy because the QM
cluster is suddenly put into a far-from-equilibrium situation. Moreover, without the
liquid environment, any vibrational excess energy in the urea molecule after ionization
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cannot be dissipated to the surroundings. This excess energy that remains in the
ionized system helps to overcome the PT barrier.

For further comparison, in Fig. 4.8D I show gas-phase simulation results from
Ref. [44] (so from Chapter 3). These calculations have been performed for a cyclic
dimer conformer that results in a much larger amount of PT (about 70%). The PT is
also considerably faster due to the ideal initial geometrical arrangements of the two
urea molecules, which is also reflected in its spectra as discussed earlier for Figs. 4.10C
and 4.10D.

4.4.6 Revealing impact of proton transfer on XAS

Proton transfer is an emblematic case of strongly coupled electronic and nuclear dy-
namics. It is therefore interesting to explore the specific sensitivities of time-resolved
XAS to such dynamics. In the present case, we are particularly interested in under-
standing whether or how the two types of dynamics can be separated in the experi-
mental observables. For the purpose of illustration, we first discuss the analysis of a
selected trajectory and then show that our conclusions also apply to the ensemble av-
erage. Figure 4.9 presents snapshots from a QM/MM trajectory of the HOMO-ionized
urea dimer undergoing proton transfer. The two urea molecules are initially linked
via two hydrogen bonds. Immediately after ionization, the electronic valence hole is
localized on one of the urea moieties. After some time, the ionized urea molecule
donates one of its protons to the neighboring urea molecule. The characteristic time
for the proton transfer is about 150 fs as shown in panel (c). Following the proton
transfer, a pronounced rearrangement of the dimer geometry takes place. During this
rearrangement, the valence hole, which initially has a vanishing density at the central
carbon atom, develops a rapidly increasing amplitude near the carbon atom.

The electronic-structure rearrangement and proton transfer processes are found
to manifest themselves in different observables in the corresponding XAS spectra.
Figure 4.9E shows the increase of the absorption cross section of the proton-transfer
band over time and can directly be assigned to the change in the electronic structure,
i.e., the gradual development of electron-hole amplitude on the carbon atom. The
proton transfer, in contrast, predominantly leads to a shift of the absorption band
to higher photon energies by about 1.2 eV as shown in panel F. An analysis of the
time-dependent binding energies of the C1s and singly-occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO) of the studied trajectory reveals that the energy shift of the SOMO is the
dominant contribution. This shift can directly be assigned to the signature of the
charged proton moving away from the donor moiety, leading to a shift of the SOMO
towards the vacuum level (i.e., decreasing binding energy).

Interestingly, the increasing absorption cross section (panel E) and the shifting
resonance position (panel F) occur on different time scales. A fit of the data with
sigmoidal functions yields characteristic half-rise times of (126 ± 3) fs and (80 ± 2)
fs, respectively. Whereas the asymptotic absorption strength is only reached after
more than 300 fs, the shift of the resonance position is completed in less than 200 fs.
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Figure 4.9: (A-D) Snapshots from an exemplary QM/MM trajectory
displaying proton transfer in the HOMO-ionized urea dimer along with
the SOMO (or hole orbital). Time is shown on top. (E) C1s→SOMO
absorption cross-section as a function of time; (F) energy shift of the
corresponding transition. The blue line shows the calculated position
and the dashed orange line is a sigmoidal fit with time constants given

in the text. Figure taken from Ref. [193].

Looking at the trajectory snapshots (A-D), these different time scales can be readily
explained. The transfer of the (charged) proton is completed in (C), corresponding to
a time delay of 150 fs. At this time delay, the SOMO amplitude on the carbon atom
has not yet fully developed, which is only the case after more than 300 fs (see panel
D).

The conclusions derived from the analysis of a single trajectory in Fig. 4.9 are
representative of the ensemble of calculated trajectories that undergo proton transfer.
This is illustrated in Figs. 4.10A and 4.10B, which show the corresponding results
for the ensemble. The characteristic half-rise times for the increase of the absorption
strength and the shift of the resonance position amount to (134 ± 10) fs and (107 ±
7) fs, respectively. Consistent with the example trajectory in Fig. 4.9, these ensemble
values indicate that the energetic position of the resonance shifts somewhat earlier
than the increase in the absorption cross section. This leads to the conclusion that
time-resolved XAS in the water window is, in the present case, capable of separating
the dynamical evolution of the electronic structure of solvated molecules from the
effects of the moving charge, i.e., the proton transfer. Since the sensitivity of carbon
K-edge absorption strength to the time-evolving SOMO amplitude on the carbon atom
has previously been observed in Rydberg-valence mixing in dissociating gas-phase CF+

4

molecules [24], it is likely to be a fairly general feature. Our detailed analysis of the
effect of the charged proton being transferred moreover also suggests that the upward
shift of the XAS resonance position can also be expected to be a generic feature of
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charge-transfer processes in molecular systems. These results, therefore, highlight the
considerable potential of water-window time-resolved XAS in disentangling electronic
and nuclear dynamics of solvated molecules.
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Figure 4.10: (A) Ensemble-averaged C1s→valence resonance inte-
grated absorption cross-section and (B) energy shift of the correspond-
ing transition as a function of time for the QM dimer trajectories in
10 M solution that undergo PT following HOMO ionization. For com-
parison, subfigures C and D show the same quantities for a cyclic dimer
in vacuum from Ref. [44] (please note the different timescales here).
The blue line shows the calculated values and the dashed orange line
is a sigmoidal fit with time constants given in the text. Figure taken

from Ref. [193].

In Chapter 3, very similar dynamical changes of the TRXAS for urea dimers in
vacuum (cyclic conformer) have been observed [44], shown here in Figs. 4.10C and
4.10D for comparison. As can be seen, the changes in the TRXAS in vacuum occur
considerably faster. In particular, we obtain half-rise times of (110 ± 3) fs (from
sigmoidal fit) and about 60 fs for the cross section and the energy shift, respectively.
This comparison indicates that in the aqueous solution at 300 K, the interaction with
the environment and the large number of structural conformations considerably slows
down the dynamics leading to the slower temporal changes in the TRXAS.

4.4.7 Geometrical-parameter analysis for proton transfer

As briefly mentioned earlier, whether or not PT occurs strongly depends on the initial
geometrical structure of the dimer that is selected for the QM region in the simu-
lations. Here, I provide details on this statement. Figure 4.11 shows the fraction of
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trajectories where the dimer is initially hydrogen-bonded via the hydrogen atoms next
to the oxygen (Hproximal) or via the hydrogen atoms opposite to the oxygen (Hdistal).
Figures 4.11B and 4.11C show illustrative examples of the two different dimer struc-
tures. As can be seen from the blue bars, both structures occur in similar amounts
in aqueous solution. The orange bars indicate the fraction of those trajectories that
perform a PT. As can be seen, PT is highly selective for dimer structures that are
linked via the Hproximal hydrogen atom.
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Figure 4.11: (A) Fraction of initial QM/MM dimer structures con-
nected via hydrogen bond with a Hproximal or a Hdistal atom (sim-
ulations involving HOMO and HOMO-3 ionization combined). The
orange bars represent the fraction of trajectories that undergo proton
transfer. Exemplary structures for dimers hydrogen bonded through
(B) Hproximal or (C) Hdistal are shown on the right-hand side. Figure

taken from Ref. [193].

I also investigated some geometrical parameters to further highlight the depen-
dence of PT on the dimer structure. Figure 4.12 shows scatter plots of two geometrical
parameters, namely, the oxygen-oxygen distance (dO−O) and the angle between the
carbon-oxygen bond vectors (αC−O) of two ureas in the 10 M aqueous urea solution.
These geometrical parameters for dimers in the equilibrium solution are shown via
blue dots in panels C, D, and E. For ionized QM/MM trajectories that undergo PT,
the geometrical parameters at the time of PT following initial ionization of HOMO
(panel C) and HOMO-3 (panel D), and HOMO ionization without MM (panel E)
are shown on top of this distribution as orange dots. HOMO ionization without MM
denotes the artificial setup described earlier: the MM environment is stripped off right
before ionization. As can be seen from the distribution of the blue dots (panels C, D,
and E), there is a larger variety of initial dimer geometries. The distribution can be
roughly clustered into two regions for dO−O<4.3 Å and dO−O>4.3 Å as a consequence
of the prevalent relative positions and orientations of the two urea molecules [202].
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Figure 4.12: Geometrical distribution of urea dimers. Panels A and
B show two dimer structures in vacuum. Two geometrical parameters
are highlighted: the distance between oxygens of the two ureas (dO−O)
and the angle between carbon-oxygen bond vectors of the two ureas
(αC−O). Panels C, D, and E show the scatter plot between dO−O and
αC−O for dimers in the 10 M aqueous solution. The blue dots show
the distribution for dimers in equilibrium. The black dots show the
parameters for the geometrical conformations of the vacuum structures
shown in panels A and B. The orange dots indicate the geometrical
conformation at the time when PT occurs following ionization in (C)
HOMO and (D) HOMO-3, and (E) following ionization in HOMO,
where the MM environment has been removed. Panels C, D, and E
also show normalized histograms for the two employed geometrical
parameters on the top and left side of each scatter plot. Figure taken

from Ref. [193].
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For comparison, I also show the two vacuum geometries, namely, the cyclic and the
linear dimer geometry, as black dots (the geometries are also shown in Figs. 4.12A and
4.12B). These vacuum geometries have been obtained by geometry optimization using
HF with the 6-31+G(d) basis set. The cyclic dimer corresponds to a large αC−O and
small dO−O, whereas the linear dimer corresponds to a small αC−O but large dO−O.
After HOMO ionization (panel C), proton transfer preferentially occurs at geometries
with relatively small dO−O and at αC−O larger than 75◦. This finding is in accordance
with the preference for hydrogen bonds via the Hproximal hydrogen atoms shown in
Fig. 4.11 as they also fulfill these criteria.

As opposed to the trajectories after HOMO ionization where the described geo-
metrical selectivity is pronounced (Fig. 4.12C), for the trajectories following HOMO-3
ionization, a few PT reactions can also be seen at geometries with dO−O>4.3 Å and
αC−O<75◦ (see Fig. 4.12D). For the trajectories where the MM environment has been
removed, PT seems to be even less selective with respect to the chosen geometry pa-
rameters (Fig. 4.12E). I attribute these results to the fact that the larger vibrational
energy produced via HOMO-3 ionization helps to overcome the PT barrier. The even
larger vibration energy in the scenario where the MM environment has been suddenly
stripped off leads to PT at even more diverse geometrical conformations.

4.5 Summary

We have applied solution-phase water-window XAS to resolve in time the electronic
and structural dynamics accompanying femtosecond proton transfer in aqueous urea
dimers. Specifically, we found that ionization of urea dimers leads to an ultrafast
proton transfer to its neighbour, rapidly followed by a rearrangement of the electron-
hole density on the donating moiety. The products of this reaction are a protonated
urea molecule and a urea radical, deprived of a hydrogen atom. We have found that our
method using XAS selectively identifies the rapidly evolving amplitude of the electron-
hole wave function at the carbon atom and maps it into the absorption strength of
the carbon pre-edge absorption resonance. The transfer of the charged proton, in
contrast, is mapped into a shift of the pre-edge absorption feature towards higher
energies. These insights and interpretations of the XAS spectra were obtained from
QM/MM simulations of ionized aqueous urea, highlighting the need for theoretical
simulations in elucidating dynamics captured in the spectra.
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Chapter 5

Capturing electronic decoherence
in quantum-classical dynamics

This chapter is based on the following manuscript with some changes and restructuring
to fit the thesis structure:

• Yashoj Shakya, Ralph Welsch, Ludger Inhester, and Robin Santra, "Capturing
electronic decoherence in quantum-classical dynamics using the ring-polymer-
surface-hopping–density-matrix approach", Physical Review A 107, 062810 (2023).
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.107.062810

I developed the new method discussed in this chapter under the supervision of Ralph
Welsch, Ludger Inhester, and Robin Santra. I also implemented this method together
with Ralph Welsch in our new code named XPACDT, which is a well-documented and
tested generalized nonadiabatic dynamics code with multiple methods implemented.
I ran the simulations presented in this chapter, did the data analysis, and wrote the
manuscript with guidance from Ludger Inhester and Robin Santra.

5.1 Introduction

With recent advances in laser technology, it has become possible to produce coherent,
broadband attosecond pulses [211, 212]. These can be used to create coherent super-
positions of electronically excited states in a controlled manner and are a prospective
tool to investigate electronic wave-packet dynamics in molecules [213–215]. Employing
coherent superpositions of electronic states to steer electron dynamics and eventually
control chemical bonds is the central goal of the emerging field of atto-chemistry [216].
Several pioneering experiments demonstrated how attosecond pulses can be used to
study and control ultrafast processes in atoms [217], in simple diatomic systems such
as H2, D2 and O2 [218–221], and in polyatomic systems [222].

These experiments have triggered theoretical simulations that try to model the
involved dynamics. Discarding nuclear motion in some of these models, previous works
predicted long-lived electron-hole oscillations [222–228]. More recent studies addressed
the intricate interplay of the coupled electronic and nuclear dynamics, and described
the coherent electronic oscillations and their rapid suppression due to coupling with

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevA.107.062810
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nuclear fluctuations [229–235]. It has been shown that by taking into account a
distribution of different geometries due to the finite spatial extent of the nuclear wave
function and propagating the electronic wave functions just with static geometries
already leads to a considerable dephasing and in the ensemble average eventually to a
suppression of electronic coherence [232, 233, 236–238]. Further incorporating nuclear
motion has been considered via the Ehrenfest method [232, 233], where an ensemble
of classical trajectories is propagated via forces averaged over the respective potential
energy surfaces. Accordingly, in the Ehrenfest method, nuclear motion is somewhat
restricted since trajectories cannot move apart on separating potential energy surfaces.
Consequently, nuclear dynamics and ensuing further dephasing are underestimated.
More involved methodologies employ full quantum dynamics simulations based on,
e.g., the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method [49, 50]. Full
quantum dynamics calculation of both electrons and nuclei is computationally more
expensive and typically requires precalculated potential energy surfaces. This limits its
applicability with respect to the system size and number of potential energy surfaces
considered.

One of the simplest models to overcome the mentioned limitation of the Ehrenfest
method while still maintaining an efficient classical description of the nuclear dynamics
is Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) [66] and variants of it. Owing to its
success in describing nonadiabatic dynamics in a cheap manner based on independent
trajectories (see Ref. [78] for a list of applications of FSSH), it has become one of
the most popular methods for mixed quantum-classical dynamics. However, it suffers
from several drawbacks such as a lack of nuclear quantum effects such as tunneling and
zero-point energy, and the so-called overcoherence problem [80–82, 85] that refers to
the description of the electronic coherence within a single trajectory. Several attempts
have been made to fix this overcoherence problem [82–87]. Some of them are done
by adding an empirical decoherence term in the dynamics [83, 84] or by resetting the
electronic density matrix when the nuclear wavepacket splits on two different electronic
surfaces [82, 85]. An interesting method that combines FSSH with ring polymer
molecular dynamics (RPMD) [88], named ring polymer surface hopping (RPSH) [90],
has shown to include nuclear quantum effects [90] and also claims to capture electronic
decoherence [239].

In this chapter, I develop a new approach termed ring polymer surface hopping-
density matrix approach (RPSH-DM) to describe coupled electronic and nuclear dy-
namics. This method combines FSSH with RPMD in a particular way such that
electronic decoherence is naturally included via the spatial extent of the ring polymer,
which mimics the spread of the wave packet and hence incorporates decoherence ef-
fects even in a single trajectory. I demonstrate this capability by applying the method
to Tully’s one-dimensional model potential as a stringent test where it outperforms
FSSH and previous RPSH methods. In this chapter, I first build up on the theoretical
background from Chapter 2 with detailed additional theory needed for this chapter
and partly extend them in Sec. 5.2. The details of the new method RPSH-DM are
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described in Sec. 5.3. In Sec. 5.4, I apply RPSH-DM to Tully’s model potential to
test for decoherence and compare results with exact quantum calculations as well as
other, previously developed methods. A summary is given in Sec. 5.5.

5.2 Theoretical background

5.2.1 Multistate path integral molecular dynamics

The Hamiltonian described in Eq. (2.69) involves only a single PES under the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. To consider multiple coupled electronic states, one has
to go beyond this approximation. Accordingly, the Hamiltonian in a given electronic
basis is represented by a matrix of operators acting on the nuclear part, which in the
following is denoted by underlining, and reads

Ĥ = TN (P̂ ) + V (R̂), (5.1)

where R̂ and P̂ are the nuclear position and momentum operators, respectively, and
TN and V are the nuclear kinetic energy and electronic potential, respectively. Similar
to the single-state PIMD case from Sec. 2.4.1, only one nuclear degree of freedom
(DOF) is considered for simplicity in this chapter; however, generalization to multiple
DOFs can easily be done. Furthermore, atomic units are not used in this chapter to
explicitly show the equations derived.

To obtain the multistate partition function Z, a procedure similar to Ref. [139]
is followed, except for the addition of bead momenta at the end which is needed for
molecular dynamics. Taking a trace here also involves a sum over the electronic states
|j;R〉 to give the following

Z = Tr
[
e−βĤ

]
=

∫
dR(1)

∑
j(1)

〈
R(1), j(1)

∣∣∣ (e−βn Ĥ
)n ∣∣∣R(1), j(1)

〉

=

∫
dR(1)

∑
j(1)

〈
R(1), j(1)

∣∣∣ n∏
α=1

(
e−βnĤ

) ∣∣∣R(1), j(1)
〉
, (5.2)

where
∣∣R(1), j(1)

〉
=
∣∣R(1)

〉
⊗
∣∣j(1);R(1)

〉
(the ⊗ is omitted later for simplicity of no-

tation). The notation |j;R〉 indicates that the corresponding electronic basis state
depends parametrically on R. Corresponding identity operators which now have nu-
clear and electronic components, denoted by subscripts N and e respectively

1̂ = 1̂N ⊗ 1̂e =

∫
dR(α)

∑
j(α)

∣∣∣R(α), j(α)
〉〈

R(α), j(α)
∣∣∣ (5.3)
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are inserted n− 1 times from α = 2 to n giving

Z =

∫
d{R(α)}

∑
{j(α)}

〈
R(1), j(1)

∣∣∣ e−βnĤ ∣∣∣R(2), j(2)
〉〈

R(2), j(2)
∣∣∣ e−βnĤ ∣∣∣R(3), j(3)

〉
· · ·

〈
R(n), j(n)

∣∣∣ e−βnĤ ∣∣∣R(1), j(1)
〉
, (5.4)

where
∑
{j(α)} =

∑
j(1)···j(n) and

∫
d{R(α)} =

∫
dR(1) · · ·

∫
dR(n).

Using symmetric Trotter splitting

e−βnĤ = e−βnV̂ /2e−βnT̂N e−βnV̂ /2 +O(β3
n), (5.5)

and ignoring higher order terms of the order β3
n, the partition function is still exact in

the limit that n→∞. In the adiabatic basis, V (R̂)
∣∣R(α), j(α)

〉
= V ad

j(α)
(R(α))

∣∣R(α), j(α)
〉

where V ad
j(α)

(R(α)) is the adiabatic energy of state j(α) at position R(α). So for one
factor in Eq. (5.4)〈
R(1), j(1)

∣∣∣ e−βnĤ ∣∣∣R(2), j(2)
〉

= e
−βnV ad

j(1)
(R(1))/2

e
−βnV ad

j(2)
(R(2))/2

〈
R(1), j(1)

∣∣∣ e−βnT̂N ∣∣∣R(2), j(2)
〉
.

(5.6)
Now inserting the identity again but in momentum and diabatic

∣∣∣d̃〉 bases

1̂ =

∫
dP (α)

∑
d̃(α)

∣∣∣P (α), d̃(α)
〉〈

P (α), d̃(α)
∣∣∣ , (5.7)

and using T̂N
∣∣∣P (α), d̃(α)

〉
= (P (α))2

2M

∣∣∣P (α), d̃(α)
〉
, we obtain

〈
R(1), j(1)

∣∣∣ e−βnĤ ∣∣∣R(2), j(2)
〉

=

∫
dP (1)

∑
d̃(1)

e
−βn

(
V ad
j(1)

(R(1))+V ad
j(2)

(R(2))

)
/2 〈

R(1), j(1)
∣∣∣P (1), d̃(1)

〉〈
P (1), d̃(1)

∣∣∣ e−βnT̂N ∣∣∣R(2), j(2)
〉

=

∫
dP (1) e

−βn
(

1
2

(
V ad
j(1)

(R(1))+V ad
j(2)

(R(2))

)
+ 1

2M
(P (α))2

) 〈
R(1)

∣∣∣P (1)
〉〈

P (1)
∣∣∣R(2)

〉∑
d̃(1)

〈
j(1)
∣∣∣d̃(1)

〉〈
d̃(1)
∣∣∣j(2)

〉

=
1

2π~

∫
dP (1) e

−βn
(

1
2

(
V ad
j(1)

(R(1))+V ad
j(2)

(R(2))

)
+ 1

2M
(P (α))2

)
e
i
~P

(1)(R(1)−R(2))
〈
j(1)
∣∣∣j(2)

〉
.

In the last line
∑

d̃(1)

∣∣∣d̃(1)
〉〈

d̃(1)
∣∣∣ = 1̂e is used since there is no other dependence

on d̃(1), and also 〈R|P 〉 =
√

1
2π~ eiP ·R/~. The result obtained is quite similar to

the single-state PIMD case except for the state-dependent potential and the overlap
of electronic states at the end. Hence, following similar steps as for a single state,
that is completing the square in the exponential, integrating out the momenta, and
inserting Gaussian integrals in bead momenta for a single term in Eq. (5.4), and finally
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combining all the terms gives the following

Z = lim
n→∞

(
1

2π~

)n ∑
{j(α)}

∫
d{R(α)}

∫
d{P (α)} e−βnHn({R(α)},{P (α)},{j(α)})

×
∏
α

〈
j(α);R(α)

∣∣∣j(α+1);R(α+1)
〉
, (5.8)

where α = n+ 1 means α = 1 and the resulting ring polymer Hamiltonian is

Hn({R(α)}, {P (α)}, {j(α)}) =
n∑

α=1

(
(P (α))2

2M
+

1

2
Mω2

n(R(α) −R(α+1))2 + V ad
j(α)

(R(α))

)
(5.9)

which now depends on the respective adiabatic state index j(α) of each bead and
where ωn = 1

βn~ . This expression is similar to the one derived in Ref. [139], except
that the momenta are added back into the equation. Generalization to the diabatic
basis has been presented in Ref. [240]. However, in this basis, the expression for the
ring-polymer Hamiltonian becomes more cumbersome to handle.

The product of electronic state overlaps in Eq. (5.8) fully captures nonadiabatic
effects. However, in this form, they are unsuitable for dynamics calculations. In the
following, I explain how surface hopping can be used in the framework of RPMD.

5.2.2 Previous ring polymer surface hopping variants

With the hope of incorporating nuclear quantum effects into multiple electronic state
dynamics, previous attempts to combine RPMD and FSSH led to the so-called ring-
polymer surface hopping (RPSH) method [90]. Two variants for RPSH were originally
proposed: the centroid approximation (CA) and the bead approximation (BA). Both
treat the ring polymer effectively as a single unit with one electronic state expansion
coefficient. Accordingly, at a given time the whole ring polymer is propagated on the
same PES. The electronic coefficients are connected to an adiabatic basis, similar to
Eq. (2.10), although the two approaches differ in the specific way the electronic expan-
sion coefficients are propagated. For RPSH-CA, the potential and the nonadiabatic
coupling (NAC) are evaluated at the centroid position R̄ = 1/n

∑
αR

(α) yielding

ċk = − i
~
V ad
k (R̄)ck −

∑
j

˙̄R · dkj(R̄)cj , (5.10)

whereas for RPSH-BA, respective bead averaging is employed, i.e.,

ċk = − i
~

(
1

n

n∑
α=1

V ad
k (R(α))

)
ck −

∑
j

(
1

n

n∑
α=1

Ṙ(α) · dkj(R(α))

)
cj . (5.11)

Although these methods have been shown to include nuclear quantum effects in
quantum-classical nonadiabatic dynamics [90], the choice of using either one of the two
approximations is arbitrary. Additionally, in RPSH-BA the propagation Eq. (5.11)
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cannot be derived from a pure electronic Schrödinger equation unlike in FSSH or
RPSH-CA.

5.3 New ring polymer surface hopping-density matrix method

Electronic decoherence is captured in FSSH, RPSH-CA, and RPSH-BA through aver-
aging over many trajectories. In particular, when all FSSH trajectories start with the
same initial conditions, decoherence in the ensemble only arises due to the stochastic
nature of the hops leading to differing trajectories. However, since each trajectory is
independent and does not have access to this ensemble decoherence, this leads to the
electronic state of each trajectory being essentially fully coherent and thus decoher-
ence effects cannot be incorporated for the evaluation of hopping probabilities. This
issue is well known in the literature as the overcoherence problem in FSSH, and a
number of techniques have been developed to solve it [81].

I propose here a new approach, termed ring-polymer surface-hopping density ma-
trix (RPSH-DM) approach, to alleviate this issue. By associating with each bead a
separate electronic wave packet, I aim to utilize the spread of the ring polymer to nat-
urally incorporate electronic decoherence effects on a single trajectory-level whilst still
providing an efficient independent-trajectory method. In addition, nuclear quantum
effects should be captured through the use of RPMD. To this end, I employ Eq. (2.10)
for each bead labelled by α:

ċ
(α)
k = − i

~
c

(α)
k V ad

k (R(α))−
∑
j

Ṙ(α) · dkj(R(α))c
(α)
j . (5.12)

Although each bead is propagated coherently, decoherence is included for the whole
ring polymer through the creation of a ring polymer reduced electronic density matrix
ρ by averaging over the individual beads. Owing to the spatial spread of the ring poly-
mer, the pure-state electronic density matrix for each bead can have different phase
properties and this would cause decoherence when averaging over them. Special care
has to be taken here for the averaging since each individual electronic coefficient refers
to the adiabatic basis that parametrically depends on the individual bead position.
Hence, the electronic density matrix for each bead has to be transformed into a com-
mon basis using a position-dependent unitary transformation matrix. A natural choice
for the ring polymer is to transform to the common adiabatic basis at the centroid
position. Accordingly, I calculate the ring polymer reduced electronic density matrix
as

ρ =
1

n

n∑
α=1

ρ̃(α), (5.13)

where
ρ̃(α) = U (α)ρ(α)U (α)†, (5.14)
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with ρ
(α)
kj = c

(α)
k c

∗(α)
j as the density matrix element for each individual bead and

U
(α)
kj =

〈
k;R

∣∣j;R(α)
〉
denoting a transformation matrix element to change to the

centroid adiabatic basis.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of a ring polymer on two PESs, where each
bead is propagated on a different PES. Since the beads of the ring
polymer interact via harmonic potentials (shown by harmonic springs
as dashed lines between the beads), the ring polymer is trapped close
to the intersection of the PES since the forces (shown as arrows) ef-
fectively cancel each other out. Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023

American Physical Society.

Following the logic of FSSH, it remains to specify on which PES each bead is prop-
agated. Although allowing each bead to be on different surfaces has been considered
in the context of equilibrium situations [139, 240], I refrain from this logic because it
might lead to skewed dynamics. This is exemplified in Fig. 5.1, where some beads are
on the upper and some on the lower PES. Due to the springs connecting the different
beads, the ring polymer cannot split up and is therefore forced to stay close to the
coupling region until all beads are on the same surface. I, therefore, propagate all
beads on a common PES and during hopping, all of the beads change to the same
other PES. Following a strategy similar to single-state RPMD, the Hamiltonian from
Eq. (5.9) derived in Sec. 5.2.1 for the multiple state case is used to propagate the ring
polymer.

5.3.1 Hopping probability

I now derive a hopping criterion for the new method RPSH-DM. To that end, using
the product rule, the time derivative of ρ from Eq. (5.13) is given by

ρ̇ =
1

n

n∑
α=1

[
U̇

(α)
ρ(α)U (α)† + U (α)ρ̇(α)U (α)† + U (α)ρ(α)U̇

(α)†]
. (5.15)
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For each bead density matrix ρ(α), since the coefficients are propagated using Eq. (5.12),
we get

ρ̇
(α)
kj =ċ

(α)
k c

∗(α)
j + c

(α)
k ċ

∗(α)
j

=− i

~
c

(α)
k c

∗(α)
j V ad

k (R(α))−
∑
l

Ṙ(α) · dkl(R(α))c
(α)
l c

∗(α)
j

+
i

~
c

(α)
k c

∗(α)
j V ad

j (R(α)) +
∑
l

Ṙ(α) · dlj(R(α))c
(α)
k c

∗(α)
l .

In matrix form, this can be compactly written as

ρ̇(α) = − i
~

[
Heff(R(α)), ρ(α)

]
, (5.16)

where I define

Heff(R(α)) =
∑
k,j

(
V ad
k (R(α))δkj − i~Ṙ(α) · dkj(R(α))

) ∣∣∣k(α)
〉〈

j(α)
∣∣∣ (5.17)

as an effective Hamiltonian for a particular bead.
After inserting some identity operators in Eq. (5.15), and using 1 = U (α)U (α)† and

U̇
(α)
U (α)† = −U (α)U̇

(α)†
, leads to

ρ̇ =
1

n

n∑
α=1

(
U̇

(α)
U (α)†U (α)ρ(α)U (α)† + U (α)ρ̇(α)U (α)† + U (α)ρ(α)U (α)†U (α)U̇

(α)†)
=

1

n

n∑
α=1

(
−U (α)U̇

(α)†
U (α)ρ(α)U (α)† − i

~
U (α)Heff(R(α))U (α)†U (α)ρ(α)U (α)†

+
i

~
U (α)ρ(α)U (α)†U (α)Heff(R(α))U (α)† + U (α)ρ(α)U (α)†U (α)U̇

(α)†
)
.

Now defining a rotated basis Hamiltonian

H̃
(α)

= U (α)Heff(R(α))U (α)† − i~U (α)U̇
(α)†

(5.18)

and using Eq. (5.14) gives

ρ̇ = − i

n~

n∑
α=1

[
H̃

(α)
, ρ̃(α)

]
. (5.19)

Accordingly, the rate of population change for state k is given by

ρ̇kk = − 2

n~

n∑
α=1

∑
l 6=k

Im
(
ρ̃

(α)
kl H̃

(α)
lk

)
. (5.20)
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Similar to the FSSH method, the hopping criterion for RPSH-DM is chosen according
to the probability to hop from state k to j in a time step ∆, i.e.,

Pkj =

∫ t+∆
t bjk(t

′)dt′

ρkk(t)
, (5.21)

where

bjk =
2

n~

n∑
α=1

Im
(
ρ̃

(α)
kj H̃

(α)
jk

)
. (5.22)

Note that in the limit of a single bead, the usual FSSH hopping probability is recov-
ered. If this probability is larger than a uniform random number ranging between
0 and 1, a particular hop k → j takes place, provided that the ring polymer has
sufficient energy for it.

5.3.2 Momentum rescaling

In the case of a surface hop, I employ a similar momentum rescaling strategy as in
FSSH. The bead momenta are rescaled along the NAC with rescaling parameter γkj
when hopping from state k to j as follows:

P
(α)
f = P

(α)
in − γkj dkj(R

(α)), (5.23)

where P (α)
in and P (α)

f is the momentum of bead α before and after the hop, respectively.
Requiring conservation of the ring polymer Hamiltonian value [Eq. (5.9)], the following
equation is obtained for γkj

γkj =
Bkj ±

√
B2
kj + 4Akj · Ckj
2Akj

, (5.24)

where

Akj =
1

2M

∑
α

(
dkj(R

(α))
)2
,

Bkj =
1

M

∑
α

P
(α)
in · dkj(R

(α)),

Ckj =
∑
α

(
V ad
k (R(α))− V ad

j (R(α))
)
,

and the sign in Eq. (5.24) is chosen such that the smallest change in momenta is
obtained. In case

B2
kj + 4Akj · Ckj < 0, (5.25)

the hop is rejected since this implies that the ring polymer does not have sufficient
energy for the hop.

An alternative rescaling can be done by requiring conservation of centroid en-
ergy [239]. However, bead rescaling chosen here is more consistent since it conserves
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the propagating Hamiltonian value which is the ring polymer Hamiltonian. Hence,
bead rescaling is used throughout in this work.

5.4 Application to Tully’s model potential

The two-state one-dimensional model potentials introduced by Tully [66] have become
a standard scenario for testing quantum-classical methods. This is especially the
case for Tully’s model C, that is the extended-coupling-with-reflection-model, as it
provides a stringent test requiring decoherence in the reduced electronic subsystem
dynamics and thus serves as a good verification for the effectiveness of FSSH variants
incorporating electronic decoherence effects. Hence, Tully’s model C is also the choice
here to test the new RPSH-DMmethod. In the underlying diabatic basis, the potential
as a function of the single nuclear coordinate R is

V11 = A

V22 = −A

V12 = B exp(CR), if R < 0

V12 = B [2− exp(−CR)], if R > 0, (5.26)

where A = 0.0006, B = 0.1, and C = 0.9. Figure 5.2 shows the potential and coupling
matrix elements in the adiabatic and diabatic bases.
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Figure 5.2: Tully’s model C potential: extended-coupling-with-
reflection in (a) diabatic and (b) adiabatic basis. Solid lines are diago-
nal potential terms and dashed lines are the off-diagonal potential (a)
or the NAC (b), respectively. Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023

American Physical Society.

5.4.1 Simulation details and parameters

I propagated trajectories for this model using FSSH, RPSH-CA, and RPSH-DM,
and compare the results obtained to full quantum dynamics calculations using the
Heidelberg MCTDH package, version 84 [49, 50, 242]. For all simulations, I used a
mass of M = 2000 a.u. The full quantum dynamics calculations were initiated at
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t = 0 fs with a Gaussian wave packet

ψ(R, 0) =

(
2

πσ2

)1/4

exp(iPo(R−Ro)/~) exp
(
−(R−Ro)2/σ2

)
, (5.27)

where Ro = −15 a.u. and σ = 2 a.u. (the same parameters have been used before in
Ref. [239]). A momentum kick of Po = 20 a.u. was chosen.

For FSSH and the two RPSH methods, 5000 trajectories were used. In FSSH, the
trajectories were initialized at position R = Ro and a fixed momentum of Po. For
the RPSH methods, 64 beads were employed and their initial positions and momenta
were sampled with path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations using a
harmonic potential V (R) = 1

2Mω2(R − Ro)2 with ω = 2~
Mσ2 . The centroid was fixed

at R = Ro. After this sampling, an initial momentum kick of Po was added to each
bead as was done before in similar non-equilibrium RPMD contexts [135–138]. This
way the sampled ring polymers cover the phase space distribution

W (R,P ) =
1

π~
exp

(
− (P − Po)2

2(~/σ)2 coth(β~ω/2)
− 2(R−Ro)2

σ2 coth(β~ω/2)

)
, (5.28)

which converges in the low-temperature limit (β →∞) to the Wigner distribution of
the wave packet in Eq. (5.27). For the simulations, β = 10520 a.u. (corresponding
to a temperature of about 30 K) was chosen if not stated otherwise. The same value
for β was used for the initial PIMD preparation and the propagation of the ring
polymers, as is common in non-equilibrium RPMD [135]. Note that the way the ring
polymer is initialized is different than in Ref. [239]. The implications of these different
initializations are discussed at the end of Sec. 5.4.2.

All FSSH and RPSH simulations were performed in the adiabatic basis starting
in the lower adiabatic state and the trajectories were propagated until they reached
a region far away from the coupling region.

5.4.2 Results

To compare the different simulation methods in terms of electronic dynamics, I com-
pare the evolution of the reduced electron density matrix ρ as a function of time. I use
the diabatic basis to compute the reduced electron density matrix since the adiabatic
basis depends on the nuclear position, which becomes problematic when tracing out
the nuclear DOF to get the reduced density matrix. More specifically in the case
of FSSH and RPSH methods, the ensemble-averaged density matrix is obtained by
transforming the single-trajectory density matrix at each time step to the diabatic
representation and then averaging over all trajectories. I also inspect the purity

Tr
(
ρ2
)

= ρ2
11 + ρ2

22 + 2|ρ12|2, (5.29)

which is a basis-independent quantity, i.e., diabatic and adiabatic bases yield the same
result.
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Density matrix results
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(a) FSSH
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(b) RPSH-CA
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(c) RPSH-DM

Figure 5.3: Reduced electronic density matrix in diabatic representa-
tion over time for Tully model C using (a) FSSH, (b) RPSH-CA, and
(c) RPSH-DM (dashed lines) along with full quantum results (solid
lines). Purity, sum of square of populations (ρ211 + ρ222), and absolute
value of coherences (|ρ12|) are shown in the left figures; populations
are shown on the right. 64 beads were used for both RPSH methods.

Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023 American Physical Society.

The results for purity and density matrix elements are shown in Fig. 5.3. Results
for FSSH, RPSH-CA, and RPSH-DM are given by dashed lines in each respective
subfigure, and the full quantum dynamics results are shown as solid lines for compar-
ison. To interpret the results, I will first describe the evolution of the full quantum
dynamics. As one can see from the increase in |ρ12|, at around 20 fs the wave packet
enters the region where coupling between the two electronic states occurs. A decline
in ρ22 and an increase in ρ11 indicates a corresponding population transfer. This
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transfer in population is accompanied by a loss of purity. At around 28 fs, the wave
packet components on the two surfaces start to dephase leading to some decline of
|ρ12|. After the wave packet has traversed the coupling region it enters the region near
R = 0 a.u., where there is a steep potential rise in the upper adiabat and a decline in
the lower adiabat [see Fig. 5.2(b)]. The initial momentum kick of Po = 20 a.u. for the
wave packet is insufficient to overcome the potential barrier and therefore part of the
wave packet in the upper adiabat is reflected and only the part in the lower adiabat
passes through. Finally, the reflected wave packet re-enters the coupling region at
around 55 fs. Due to this, there is further coupling between the electronic states that
leads to an increase in |ρ12| and some population transfer from the upper to the lower
adiabatic state.

I now compare the full quantum dynamics with the results from FSSH, RPSH-
CA, and RPSH-DM. The first thing to notice for all three methods is that the gain in
coherence and population transfer occurs earlier, already at around 10 fs. I attribute
this discrepancy to the fact that the dynamics are computed in the adiabatic basis
where the rise in NAC is earlier than the off-diagonal coupling in the diabatic basis
(see Fig. 5.2). This early rise in coherence in the adiabatic basis is carried forward to
|ρ12| in the diabatic basis of the reduced density matrix. This artifact is inherent to
surface hopping methods where results in adiabatic and diabatic bases are in general
not fully equivalent [63].

As can be seen from Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b), the FSSH and RPSH-CA results
show strong discrepancies to the full quantum dynamics results. For both methods,
populations (ρ11 and ρ22) as well as |ρ12| oscillate. The purity declines considerably
later than for the full quantum dynamics and also oscillates for FSSH. Apart from
the aforementioned early onset of coherence, the RPSH-DM method reproduces the
full quantum dynamics better than the other two methods [see Fig. 5.3(c)]. After
having passed the coupling region at t > 30 fs, all the reduced density matrix elements
are almost precisely at the value of the full quantum dynamics. However, for times
t > 55 fs discrepancies arise. RPSH-DM does not capture the increase of purity and
ρ12 at around 55 fs and instead shows a decline at t > 55 fs.

Note that using FSSH with an ensemble of trajectories with initial positions and
momenta sampled according to the Wigner distribution of the initial wave packet
in Eq. (5.27) does give better results with well-reproduced reduced density matrix
elements, similar to RPSH-DM (results are not shown here). Additionally, I note here
that the results presented here for RPSH-CA are somewhat different as compared to
those in Ref. [239] due to different initialization. This aspect is further discussed later
in this results section.

Single-trajectory analysis

To further understand why FSSH and RPSH-CA fail to reproduce full quantum dy-
namics results and in order to point out the relevant mechanisms present in RSPH-DM
to capture electronic decoherence, I investigate a single trajectory that is reflected at
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(a) FSSH
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Figure 5.4: Position R (left) and momentum P (right) over time of
a single trajectory that is reflected back in Tully model C with 20 a.u.
initial momentum using (a) FSSH and (b) RPSH-DM with β = 10520
a.u. For RPSH-DM, individual bead quantities are shown in semi-
transparent orange and the centroid quantity is shown as a solid black
line. Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023 American Physical Society.

the potential barrier. The position R and momentum P over time for such a tra-
jectory are shown in Fig. 5.4 for FSSH and RPSH-DM (individual bead quantities
are shown as orange lines and the centroid quantity is shown in black). As can be
seen, the trajectories start at R = −15 a.u. and P = 20 a.u. and become reflected
by the potential wall at around 40 fs. Through the multiple beads, the ring poly-
mer describes a spatial spread in position and momentum, the average position and
momentum follow similar dynamics as for the FSSH trajectory.

To further demonstrate the mechanism of decoherence captured within a single
trajectory in RPSH-DM, I plot the individual bead density matrix elements for the
same exemplary trajectory from Fig. 5.4. Figure 5.5 shows the populations ρ11 and
ρ22 as well as the absolute value and phase of ρ12. The values after averaging over
the beads are shown in black. Due to the variations in the bead positions shown in
Fig. 5.4(b), some variation in the density matrix elements of each bead can be seen. At
the onset of coupling at about 20 fs, the population ρ22 declines, ρ11 increases, and the
absolute value of ρ12 increases as well. All density matrix elements are still relatively
close in absolute value and phase up to 25 fs. But soon after this, the absolute value
of the bead-averaged ρ12 declines because the different beads cover different phases,
which leads to diminished ρ12 upon averaging. The individual bead populations start
to spread and oscillate over the whole range of values from 0 to 1 causing the averaged
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Figure 5.5: Individual bead density matrix elements in diabatic
representation over time using RPSH-DM for the single trajectory
shown in Fig. 5.4(b). Individual bead quantities are shown in semi-
transparent orange and the bead averaged quantity is shown as a solid
black line. Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023 American Physical

Society.

populations to be around 0.5.
After the ring polymer has traversed the coupling region, it gets reflected by the

potential wall since this trajectory propagates on the upper adiabatic surface and
re-enters the coupling region. At around 55 fs, there is a dip in |ρ12|, and afterwards
the populations remain constant as the ring polymer leaves the coupling region. This
decrease in coherence is also seen in the ensemble case in Fig. 5.3(c), which is opposite
to the increase seen in quantum dynamics. This discrepancy is due to the fact that in
quantum dynamics, part of the wave packet is reflected on the upper adiabat and the
other part is transmitted on the lower adiabat, and the reflected wave packet is initially
only on a single surface. This is not captured by a single trajectory where even after
reflecting, the electronic state contains populations on both states leading to different
electronic dynamics. Strategies to overcome this problem would require additional
resetting of the density matrix when the wave packet splits into contributions on two
different surfaces.

Emphasis should be given to the fact that only RPSH-DM is able to incorporate
decoherence in the nonadiabatic hopping dynamics as a consequence of ring polymer
spreading mimicking the width of the wave packet. Since hopping probabilities are
evaluated for each trajectory independently, FSSH and RPSH-CA cannot account for
any decoherence in a single trajectory, owing to the fact that they employ only a single
set of coherent electronic coefficients.
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Varying the β parameter

I further discuss the dependence of RPSH-DM ensemble-average results on β. Fig-
ure 5.6 shows the electronic density matrix using RPSH-DM with β values of 100 a.u.,
1052 a.u., and 50000 a.u. compared to the exact quantum results. The results for
β = 100 a.u. exhibit highly oscillating density matrix elements. The results for this
low β value are very similar to the conventional FSSH method. With higher β the
RPSH-DM results show convergence. One can see that the results for β = 50000 a.u.
are very similar compared to β = 10520 a.u. [see Fig. 5.3(c)]. The low-temperature
limit results also become similar to the full quantum dynamics.
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(a) RPSH-DM, β = 100
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(b) RPSH-DM, β = 1052
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(c) RPSH-DM, β = 50000

Figure 5.6: Reduced electronic density matrix in diabatic represen-
tation over time for Tully model C with 20 a.u. initial momentum
using RPSH-DM with β values of (a) 100 a.u., (b) 1052 a.u., and (c)
50000 a.u. (dashed lines) along with quantum results (solid lines).
64 beads were used for all calculations. Figure taken from Ref. [241].

c©2023 American Physical Society.
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This finding can also be justified by understanding what the β parameter in-
fluences: β determines the spread of the ring polymer in the initial sampling as it
determines the harmonic coupling between the beads of the ring polymer. To quan-
tify this spread in position, I define the radius of gyration rG for the ring polymer
as

rG =

√
1

n

∑
α

|R(α) − R̄|2. (5.30)
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Figure 5.7: Ensemble-averaged radius of gyration for various β values
obtained from PIMD sampling of the harmonic potential employed
using 64 beads. Note that a log scale is used for both axes. Figure

taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023 American Physical Society.

Figure 5.7 shows the ensemble-averaged rG for different β values from the initial
harmonic potential sampling done to initialize the ring polymer before propagating
on Tully’s model C potential. As can be seen from the figure, increasing β leads to
an increase in the radius of gyration. Saturation is reached at very high β values due
to the harmonic potential that eventually limits the extent of the ring polymer. This
is different compared to a free ring polymer without any potential, whose radius of
gyration keeps increasing with β. Using a small β simply leads to a shrinking of the
ring polymer to a classical particle. Accordingly, RPSH-DM with small β is similar
to performing FSSH. A larger β causes the ring polymer to spread in position and
momentum space, thus leading to a better description of decoherence. Hence, the
β-dependence demonstrated in Fig. 5.6 reflects a smooth transition from semiclassical
dynamics to a full quantum dynamics description.

Previous RPSH-CA initialization and results

Here I discuss the results using RPSH-CA for Tully’s model C again but using a dif-
ferent initialization than the one previously used in this chapter. Following Ref. [239],
32 beads and 20,000 samples are used and the momentum of each ring polymer bead
is initially fixed to 20 a.u. The bead positions are sampled from the initial quantum
Gaussian distribution in Eq. (5.27) with the same width and centered around −15 a.u.
For the dynamics, since β was not set in the initialization, β = 1/Po is chosen and for
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the case of Po = 20 a.u., β = 0.05 a.u. is used. Centroid rescaling, which conserves
centroid energy, is used when there is a surface hop instead of bead rescaling.
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Figure 5.8: Reduced electronic density matrix in diabatic representa-
tion over time for Tully model C with 20 a.u. initial momentum using
RPSH-CA (dashed lines) along with quantum results (solid lines). 32
beads were used and a different initialization than in Fig. 5.3 is used.

Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023 American Physical Society.

Figure 5.8 shows the results using RPSH-CA with this initialization, leading to
a significant improvement compared to the RPSH-CA results using the initialization
presented before [see Fig. 5.3(b)] and is comparable to the RPSH-DM results with
β = 1052 a.u. [see Fig. 5.6(b)]. At first glance, it appears to capture decoherence
occurring at around 30 fs, even though a single trajectory only propagates a coherent
electronic state. Taking a closer look at a single trajectory and how it is initialized
reveals the issue with setting up the ring polymer this way.
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Figure 5.9: Position R (left) and momentum P (right) over time
of a single trajectory that is reflected back in Tully model C with 20
a.u. initial centroid momentum using RPSH-CA with the initialization
employed in Ref [239]. Individual bead quantities are shown in semi-
transparent orange and the centroid quantity is shown as a solid black
line. Figure taken from Ref. [241]. c©2023 American Physical Society.

Figure 5.9 shows bead positions and momenta for a trajectory that is reflected
back with bead quantities shown in orange and the centroid in black. The bead
positions have a small fluctuation around the centroid, but the momenta show very
large fluctuations because of how the system is initialized. Using a very small β of 0.05

a.u. should result almost in a classical particle with a very small radius of gyration
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(see Fig. 5.7). However, the position distribution is artificially made to resemble
the quantum Gaussian distribution, which results in an extremely large ring polymer
energy, and hence, very high bead momenta. Although this initialization does not
match the quantum setup, it still gives width to the centroid position and momentum
distributions in the ensemble case. This ultimately leads to the observed decoherence
in Fig. 5.8 since in RPSH-CA only the centroid position matters for the electronic
coefficient propagation. However, it was already shown by Tully in his original work
in Ref. [66] that applying a Gaussian distribution for the momenta instead of a fixed
momentum leads to better results for model C.

5.5 Summary

In summary, I presented my new RPSH-DM method, which provides improved surface
hopping dynamics giving a better description of the reduced electron density matrix.
This is done by combining RPMD and FSSH in a specific manner by using the spread
of the ring polymer to mimic the width of the quantum nuclear wave packet. By do-
ing so, I showed that decoherence through dephasing of different nuclear wave packet
components is captured by the construction of a reduced electronic density matrix.
Applying the new method to Tully’s extended-coupling-with-reflection model (model
C), I showed the ability to capture this mechanism of decoherence as opposed to
FSSH or a previous attempt for RPSH, namely RPSH-CA [90]. Additionally, since
the reduced electronic density matrix is calculated for each trajectory separately, every
independent trajectory also shows decoherence in its time evolution, which naturally
allows for incorporating decoherence in the hopping probabilities within each trajec-
tory. This is not the case for FSSH and RPSH-CA since coherent electronic states are
propagated.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and outlook

The dream of following the motion of nuclei and electrons in real time is turning into
a reality with advances in laser technologies. Aided by theoretical simulations, these
technologies can unravel the ultrafast processes initiated by excitation or ionization.
In this thesis, I performed ab initio quantum-classical dynamics simulations using
Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH) to simulate time-resolved x-ray ab-
sorption spectra (TRXAS) of ionized urea in both gas and liquid phases, and showed
how information about nuclear and electronic dynamics can be extracted from the
spectra. In addition, I also developed a new method ring polymer surface hopping-
density matrix approach (RPSH-DM) that improves upon FSSH to describe electronic
coherences more accurately. Now I will discuss the conclusions drawn and outlook for
all of these different studies, first individually and then for the overall thesis.

In Chapter 3, I demonstrated how valuable insights can be obtained through
TRXAS into the ultrafast dynamics occurring upon valence ionization of urea monomer
and dimer in vacuum, which was simulated by applying FSSH with Koopmans’ theo-
rem. Both nuclear and electronic dynamics left distinct marks on the TRXAS, namely
as intensity variations and a blueshift on the spectra, respectively. By providing a de-
tailed description of how the dynamics of a simple, yet biologically relevant molecule
are reflected in the TRXAS, I demonstrated in this work how statistical analysis tools,
namely partial least square regression (PLSR), can be used to unravel the often com-
plicated relationship between the dynamics and the spectra. To be precise, PLSR
yielded collective coordinates that explain most of the intensity variance in the spec-
tra, which were identified as some specific vibrations for the monomer and proton
transfer for the dimer. This step becomes particularly crucial when large molecules
are addressed, where the numerous vibrational degrees of freedom prohibits a clear
interpretation via visual inspection of the simulated trajectories. In future work, it
would be interesting to calculate other time-resolved spectra such as photoemission or
resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) for urea and analyze them using the PLSR
method outlined here, as they provide complementary information to TRXAS on the
dynamics. Additionally, the simulation and analysis methods developed here will be
applicable to gain insights into the effects of ionizing radiation on larger biological
systems such as DNA base pairs.

Extending the previous study to ionized urea in aqueous solution using quantum
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mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) scheme in Chapter 4 added a lot of com-
plexity due to interactions with the solvent and random orientation of ureas present.
However, I showed that one can follow proton transfer between two hydrogen-bonded
ureas, even in the case of aqueous urea using TRXAS. By looking at the carbon
pre-edge absorption resonance, in particular, we were able to identify blueshift and
rising intensity in the spectra as an effect of proton transfer and electronic hole rear-
rangement, respectively. Our simulated spectra agreed qualitatively well with recent
experimental work on aqueous urea. These results thus establish the potential of
water-window XAS for disentangling electronic and structural dynamics in ultrafast
nonadiabatic dynamics of complex systems in a liquid environment.

Returning to the established significance of concentrated urea solutions in under-
standing the origin of life as discussed at the beginning of Chapter 4, our measurements
identify the primary quantum mechanical events of ionization-induced chemistry in
such prebiotically relevant systems. This reaction was also observed for the dimer
in vacuum as shown in Chapter 3, but the timescale in the liquid phase is slower
in comparison due to the effect of the aqueous surrounding. Furthermore, this is
also remarkably similar in its nature to proton transfer in ionized water (bulk or
clusters) [35, 168, 243], H2O· · ·HOH+ →H3O+ · · ·OH and in ionized alcohols [28],
ROH· · ·HOR+ →ROH+

2 · · ·OR, where R stands for the organic rest of the alcohol
molecule. However, the proton transfer in the ionized urea dimer is notably slower
than in ionized water or alcohols. Our results, therefore, identify an interesting similar-
ity in the earliest steps of ionization-induced ultrafast chemistry of hydrogen-bonded
systems. The identified urea-radical product is indeed unlikely to be stable, and will
probably react further, just as OH radicals in ionized liquid water. Hence, our re-
sults establish the most elementary steps in reaction sequences that are likely to lie
at the origin of life on earth. Future work can now be envisaged to address the sub-
sequent reaction steps and understand how malonic acid and nucleobases are being
formed after ionizing urea. Another aspect to consider for the future would be to use
more sophisticated QM/MM schemes such as electrostatic embedding as discussed in
Sec. 2.3 instead of the simple subtractive ONIOM approach taken in this work. This
would include polarization from the MM region on the QM calculations, allowing for
a more accurate description of the effect of the environment on the reaction dynamics
and the spectra.

Finally, I presented the new RPSH-DM method in Chapter 5 developed to solve
the overcoherence problem in FSSH, giving a more accurate description of electronic
coherence and decoherence phenomena, as shown by applying this method to a one-
dimensional Tully’s model potential. By evaluating hopping probabilities through a
density matrix formalism, this new method is capable of capturing electronic deco-
herence through dephasing mechanism, even for the case of a single trajectory. This
is not the case for FSSH or previous RPSH methods [90]. However, RPSH-DM does
not capture certain decoherence mechanisms such as due to a reduction of nuclear
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wave packet overlap on different potential energy surfaces (PES), in contrast to meth-
ods that reset the density matrix when the wave packet starts to separate on two
surfaces [85]. By finding a suitable way to combine RPSH-DM with these resetting
methods, future work could incorporate this decoherence mechanism as well. An alter-
native would be to spawn a ring polymer on the second PES instead of hopping when
it enters the nonadiabatic coupling (NAC) region such that the two ring polymers can
move independently of each other. This would be similar to the ab initio multiple
spawning method [58]. The computational cost of full quantum methods limits exact
simulations of coupled electronic and nuclear dynamics to rather small systems and
short time scales [229–231]. The available mixed quantum-classical dynamics methods
such as FSSH lacked proper decoherence mechanisms [82, 85], which can be a critical
issue for interpreting results for attosecond science. The inclusion of decoherence via
the RPSH-DM method developed in the present work prospectively allows simulations
of larger molecules and for longer time scales. Such a tool can be vital in simulating
ultrafast electronic processes such as charge migration in polyatomic molecules and
support the interpretation of attosecond experiments [222]. The next logical step to
be done in future works could be to test the capabilities of the RPSH-DM method
beyond model systems as done in this work and go to molecules such as water and
phenylalanine, where exact quantum results already exists [229, 244].

This thesis overall contributes by providing an efficient quantum-classical dynamics
method developed to obtain a better description of electronic coherences, and showing
how nuclear and electronic dynamical features can be mapped onto time-resolved
spectra which can then be compared with experiments. Combining these two parts,
one can envision extending TRXAS in both gas and liquid phases to the attosecond
time scale. Experimentally this has been done in the gas phase [29]. With the advances
from this thesis, it should be possible to have reliable simulations for large molecules
in the liquid phase and get a good interpretation of their spectra. Attosecond TRXAS
can address the influence of electronic coherences on the dynamics, for instance, the
impact on proton transfer reaction due to coherences between multiple electronic
states created in valence ionization of ureas, and also study the possibility for electronic
control [229, 230, 245] of such fundamental bio-relevant reactions.
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Appendix A

Experimental details

A.1 Setup

The experimental setup consists of a laser-light source providing ultrashort laser
pulses, a soft-X-ray (SXR) high-harmonic source, a liquid-flat-jet absorption chamber
and a flat-field SXR spectrometer. The laser source consists of a titanium:sapphire
laser system with an average power of 17 W, delivering ∼40 fs pulses centered at
800 nm. This laser beam is split in a 90:10 ratio with the more intense part directed
to a commercial optical parametric amplifier to generate ∼45 fs, passively carrier-
envelope-phase-stable idler pulses centered at 1800 nm. These pulses are further com-
pressed via two-stage spectral broadening in filaments and compression in bulk glass
down to ∼12 fs and used for HHG in a high-pressure He gas target, as described in
Ref. [195]. The weaker part of the beam is frequency-doubled in a beta-barium-borate
(BBO) crystal to 400 nm, focused with a 1 m focal length and recombined with the
broadband soft X-ray beam by means of a perforated mirror. The SXR beam trans-
mitted through the liquid jet is dispersed via a variable-line-spacing (VLS) grating
from Hitachi (2400 lines/mm) and recorded with an X-ray CCD camera from Andor.
Additional details on the experimental setup can be found in Ref. [28].

A.2 Sample Preparation and Delivery

The various concentrated urea solutions were prepared from >99 % purity urea sam-
ples purchased from Sigma Aldrich and dissolved in purified liquid water with an
electrical resistivity of ∼18.0 MΩ cm. The flat jet is created by collision of two cylin-
drical jets emanating from quartz capillaries with orifices of about 18 µm and crossed
at an angle of 48◦. The thickness of the flatjet in the laser/SXR propagation direction
is around 500 nm. The urea solution is delivered into the interaction region via an
HPLC pump. A more comprehensive description of the flat jet including sheet shape,
thickness and temperature measurements can be found in Refs. [194, 246, 247].

A.3 Energy Calibration

X-ray absorption K-edges of carbon and nitrogen from urea solutions measured at
synchrotron facilites were utilized as reference energy points for the energy calibration
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in this work. The carbon K-edge of aqeuous urea was previously measured to be at
289.8 eV [206] and the nitrogen K-edge at 402.0 eV [197].
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